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LEXICOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE USE OF SEPEDI AS A

HIGH-FUNCTION LANGUAGE

The study was aimed at establishing in a scientific way the extent to which Sepedi is able

to fulfill its role as one of the official languages in South Africa. The primary research

question was whether Sepedi could function as a medium of communication in all the

higher domains of life.

The research question was addressed by firstly making a study of the language clauses

and the language stipulations of the South African Constitution. The second step was to

situate the research within the theoretical paradigm of language development and

language planning and to take cognizance of both international and local perspectives in

this field.

In order to plan the way forward it was necessary to determine the exact position of

Sepedi as far as the adequacy of its lexicon was concerned.

As a result of the fact that there are very few written sources in Sepedi regarding some of

the high function domains it was decided to compile a corpus of South African English

high function words to form the basis for determining the lexical capacity of Sepedi in

higher function domains. The procedure for building a corpus was determined by

studying the methodology and praxis of three well-known international corpora of

English. Following the same basic strategies as the compilers of these corpora an English

High Function Corpus was compiled. By making use of standard techniques in

computational lexicography frequencies and spreading were determined, and keywords

were studied in context.

 
 
 



In order to establish whether Sepedi does indeed have translation equivalents for the

English high function words, and has the lexical capacity to act as a fully-fledged official

language, the most appropriate sources to be used as diagnostic instruments were found to

be the existing bilingual English-Sepedi dictionaries. The treatment of lexical items in the

English-Sepedi bilingual dictionaries led to the conclusion that only 8 of the English high

function words were not entered in any of the three dictionaries studied. The investigation

also provided valuable insight into the quality and comprehensiveness of these

dictionaries and indicated that they are in dire need of revision. Language planners and

lexicographers of Sepedi are advised to make use of the heuristic and diagnostic tools

available in modem-day metalexicography, but also to make sure that all lexicographical

work reflects the linguistic reality within the speech community.

 
 
 



'N LEKSIKOGRAFIESE PERSPEKTIEF OP DIE GEBRUIK VAN

SEPEDI AS 'N HOER FUNKS IE TAAL

Die doel van die studie was om op 'n wetenskaplike wyse te bepaal tot watter mate

Sepedi in staat is om haar rol as een van die amptelike landstale van Suid-Afrika te

vervul. Die basiese navorsingvraag was of Sepedi kan funksioneer as

kommunikasiemedium in aile hoer domeine van kommunikasie.

Ter beantwoording van die navorsingsvraag is in die eerste plek 'n studie gemaak van

die taalstipulasies en -bepalings in die Suid-Afrikaanse Konstitusie. Die tweede stap

was om die navorsing te posisioneer binne die teoretiese paradigma van

taalontwikkeling en taalbeplanning en om deeglik kennis te neem van beide

internasionale en nasionale perspektiewe op hierdie gebied.

Ten einde instaat te wees om die pad vorentoe uit te stippel was dit nodig om presies

ter bepaal hoe toerenkend die leks ikon van Sepedi is.

Aangesien daar baie min geskrewe bronne van hoer domeine van kommunikasie in

Sepedi bestaan, is besluit om 'n korpus van hoer domeine van kommunikasie vir Suid-

Afrikaanse Engels saam te stel. Hierdie woorde het die basis gevorm vir die bepaling

van die leksikale kapasiteit van Sepedi in hoer domeine van kommunikasie. Die wyse

waarop die korpus saamgestel is is bepaal deur bestudering van die metodologie en

praksis van drie welbekende internasionale korpusse vir Engels. Die Suid-Afrikaanse

korpus van hoer domeine van kommunikasie vir Engels is vervolgens in navolging van

dieselfde basiese strategiee wat vir eersgenoemde korpusse gevolg is saamgestel.

Wat betref die vraag Sepedi werklik vertaalekwivalente vir Engelse hoer funksie

woorde het, asook oor die leksikale kapasiteit beskik om as 'n volwaardige amptelike

landstaal te funksioneer, is bevind dat die aangewese bronne wat as diagnostiese

 
 
 



instrumente geskik is, bestaande tweetalige Engels-Sepedi woordeboeke is. Uit die

bewerking van leksikale items in die Engels-Sepedi tweetalige woordeboeke is

gekonkludeer dat slegs 8 van die Engelse hoer funksie woorde nie in enigeen van die

drie woordeboeke opgeneem is nie. Die ondersoek het ook belangrike insigte gebring

ten opsigte van die kwaliteit en omvattendheid van hierdie woordeboeke en dat

hersiening daarvan dringend nodig is.

 
 
 



For many decades Afrikaans and English were the only official languages in South

Africa. After the first democratic elections in 1994 the number of official languages was

increased to 11 when Sepedi, Sesotho, Setswana, siSwati, Tshivenda, Xitsonga,

isiNdebele, isiXhosa and isiZulu were also granted official status. It cannot be taken for

granted that these nine African languages, which previously did not enjoy the status of

official languages, will automatically fulfill the requirements of an official language in all

spheres of their application. In most cases considerable language development strategies

will most likely be required to ensure that these languages can be used at all functional

levels, especially in areas such as science, commerce, governmental communication,

education, etc.

The primary research question this study will aim to answer is whether Sepedi is, able to

function comfortably as a medium of communication in all the higher domains of life as

listed above.

The second research question emanates from the first, and has to do with the sources

consulted to ascertain whether Sepedi does indeed have the lexical capacity to fulfill all

the mentioned functions. This question then centres around the quality of the existing

English-Sepedi dictionaries; more specifically their adequacy as reference sources, i.e. the

 
 
 



way in which these dictionaries reflect the linguistic and communicative reality of Sepedi

as used in higher communicative functions.

The purpose of this research is to establish to what extent the Sepedi language has the

potential of expressing those concepts typically found in areas such as academic,

commerce, the news media, the civil service, law and education. The words denoting

these concepts will be referred to as "high function words". High function words are

typically found in academic literature, manuals, newspapers and magazines,

advertisements and brochures, religious literature and prose. It will be argued that the

ability of the Sepedi language to express such high function concepts will be a first

indication of the language development required to equip Sepedi for its various roles as a

fully-fledged official language.

In order to determine the capacity of Sepedi to express higher function concepts, a

measuring instrument had to be found. The logical first step would have been to compile a

Sepedi corpus on the basis of texts used in domains such as science, commerce and

education. The analysis of such a corpus by means of certain sophisticated query tools

would then have provided answers to many questions regarding the capacity or

incapability of the language to express high function concepts. The compilation of such a

corpus for Sepedi was indeed attempted in following a genre-based approach. However,

due to the lack of written materials in Sepedi, especially in domains such as government

communication, advertisements and brochures, manuals, magazines and newspapers in

Sepedi, this route was not a viable one.

A second possible way to answer the primary research question could be to translate texts

from a language of wider communication (e.g. English) into Sepedi, to record the lexical

gaps and other lexical problems to find suitable translation equivalents by either field

 
 
 



research or consultation of bilingual Sepedi-English dictionaries. Although this method is

reliable, it would have been very time-consuming and the results could be greatly

influenced by factors such as the translator's proficiency in both the source and the target

language.

The researcher chose a third option, namely to develop an alternative instrument of

measurement/evaluation by using a second language renowned for its ability to act

comfortably in higher functions. Languages such as English, Afrikaans, German and

French would qualify, but on the basis of the following reasons English was selected as

the measuring instrument:

• The researcher knows English better than any of the other languages

• English can be regarded as ideologically neutral

• English is the lingua franca of South Africa

• English has a well developed vocabulary at all functional levels (especially words

used in higher functions).

A number of English high-function words, selected on the basis of their frequency and

spreading across sources, were identified as denominators of important high function

concepts. It was argued that if adequate translation equivalents for these English words

could be found in Sepedi-English dictionaries, the result could be a first indication of

whether Sepedi was capable of fulfilling the functions typically associated with official

languages (i.e. languages used across a wide spectrum of functions and in a variety of

contexts). The results could also give an indication of the nature and extent of

lexicographical work needed to be done with regard to bilingual Sepedi-English

dictionaries.

 
 
 



The researcher followed a functional approach which demanded that more than one

theoretical paradigm had to be invoked, namely theories of language planning, theories

and models of corpus-building and theories of bilingual lexicography.

A genre-based approach was followed in the compilation of a Sepedi corpus (using

English as a measuring instrument). Similar studies have been undertaken in English in

the compilation of the Cobuild Corpus by prominent international lexicographers (Sinclair

1987), the LOB corpus (Hofland and Johansson 1989) etc. but they were mainly based on

topics, not genre per se.

A corpus of English - as explained in paragraph 1.3 - consisting of certain text categories

normally associated with higher function usage of the English language was compiled. It

comprised of the following text categories:

• academic texts consisting of selections from student notes, handbooks and subject

manuals

• advertisements and brochures

• Bible texts

• magazines and newspapers

• operating manuals of household appliances, vehicles, etc. and

• a selection of prose and poetry.

The English data was analyzed primarily in two ways, namely

4

 
 
 



• calculating the word frequency totals, as well as the spreading of words over the

different source categories; and

• studying the words in context in a concordance layout.

A number of English words which may be regarded as high function words were selected

to form the basis for the subsequent evaluation of Sepedi.

Firstly the treatment of these words, or the lack thereof, in English-Sepedi dictionaries

was evaluated. Those words which were not treated in Sepedi-English dictionaries were

isolated. In order to establish whether suitable translation equivalents could be found or

coined for those English high function words with no translation equivalents in the

existing Sepedi bilingual dictionaries, a small survey was conducted. It was done by

sending out questionnaires to a number of Sepedi mother tongue respondents (see

appendix 8 for a copy of questionnaire). Being a mother tongue speaker of Sepedi, the

researcher used his intuition to evaluate and augment the responses.

The translation equivalents of those words which were indeed treated in English-Sepedi

dictionaries were evaluated in order to determine whether suitable Sepedi equivalents for

high function purposes were given.

Chapter 2 deals with language policy and the revalorisation (development) of the

autochthonous languages. It also deals with the way the indigenous languages were

developed from the time they were recognized as official languages of the Republic of

South Africa. This chapter also touches on constitutional principles which are relevant to

language policy and language stipulations as they appear in the new South African

 
 
 



Constitution of 1996. It also discusses different aspects of language planning, namely

corpus planning, status planning and acquisition planning.

Chapter 3 deals with electronic corpora as authentic sources of information on the

vocabulary of a language. In order to glean information on the principles of corpus-

building, three English corpora were studied, namely the Cobuild Corpus, the Lancaster

Oslo Bergen (LOB) Corpus, as well as the Longman-Lancaster English Language Corpus.

These corpora are compared in order to determine the most important principles of

corpus-building, criteria for the selection of text categories and spreading of words across

different sources, and the generation of concordance lines. Thereafter a schematic

comparison is made between these three corpora in order to determine their similarities

and differences.

This chapter also discusses selection criteria for the compilation of an English corpus (i.e.

a measuring instrument as explained in 1.2). It aims at the selection of text categories

which will be used to determine whether Sepedi is capable of expressing high function

concepts. The selection of the text categories is as follows: academic literature,

advertisements and brochures, the Bible, magazines and newspapers, manuals and prose.

These texts were scanned, analysed and interpreted in terms of especially overall word

frequency counts and spreading across sources. This section is followed by a discussion

of the high function words with the lowest and highest frequencies in all the categories,

for the purpose of analysing their treatment in Sepedi bilingual dictionaries, namely the

New English Northern Sotho dictionary (NEND), New Sepedi dictionary (NSD) and the

Northern Sotho Terminology and Orthography (NTO).

Chapter 4 focuses firstly on the theory of bilingual lexicography, as the treatment of

lexical items in bilingual dictionaries in this chapter demands knowledge of and insight

into bilingual lexicography. The main emphasis is on the principle of equivalence.

 
 
 



Different equivalence relationships are investigated to develop diagnostic tools for

analysing the treatment of the English high function words in English-Sepedi dictionaries.

Following a tabulated exposition of the high-function words selected for investigation, an

in-depth analysis is made of the meaning and use of each of these words, as they appear in

the Concise Oxford Dictionary and the Oxford English Dictionary.

The primary focus of this chapter is the actual treatment of the selected English high

function words in Sepedi-English dictionaries. The critical evaluation of the Sepedi

translation equivalents and equivalent discriminating information is done against the

background of:

• the treatment of the English high function words in the above-mentioned monolingual

English dictionaries;

• the linguistic (especially semantic) properties of the English words as demonstrated by

their occurrence in concordance lines;

• the mother-tongue competence of the researcher regarding the selection, meaning and

use of the Sepedi equivalents.

Chapter 5 deals with lexical gaps in Sepedi at high function levels, focusing on words

from the English database which are not treated in Sepedi bilingual dictionaries. It also

deals with the responses of subjects (mother-tongue speakers of Sepedi) to a questionnaire

on possible Sepedi translation equivalents for those English high function words not

entered in the macro structures of Sepedi bilingual dictionaries and the Northern Sotho

Terminology and Orthography.

 
 
 



Chapter 6 provides an overview of the study and makes recommendations for further

research into lexicological and lexicographic matters related to high function words in

Sepedi.

 
 
 



LANGUAGE POLICY AND THE REVALORIZATION OF THE

AUTOCHTHONOUS LANGUAGES

This chapter gives an overview of the policies and practices of language planning and

their roles in creating a context that is conducive to language development.

Before the democratic elections in South Africa, English and Afrikaans were the only two

official languages. The indigenous languages such as Sepedi, Sesotho, Setswana, siSwati,

Tshivenda, Xitsonga, isiNdebele, isiXhosa and isiZulu were not officially recognised by

the South African government of the time. Sepedi and other indigenous languages

became officially recognised after the first democratic elections in April 1994. Sepedi, as

one of the autochthonous languages, now needs to fulfill certain requirements in order for

it to have the status of an official language. This implies that Sepedi, now being one of

the official SA languages, needs to fulfill certain functions. It must for instance be used at

all functional levels, especially the "higher levels", such as communication in

government, science and technology, commerce and education. Therefore, in order for

Sepedi to be revalorized (developed) and to become a fully-fledged official language of

South Africa, thorough language planning is necessary.

In sections 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 below, language policy and practices, language principles

in the constitution and language planning are discussed in detail.

 
 
 



The new Constitution of the R.S.A. (1996:4) stipulates that there are eleven official

languages. There are nine indigenous languages amongst these official languages which

need to be developed, namely, isiNdebele, isiXhosa, isiZulu, Sepedi, Sesotho, Setswana,

siSwati, Tshivenda and Xitsonga. These nine languages had not enjoyed official status up

to 1994, and no effort was made by the previous government to develop them as

multifunctional tools.

It is important to note that the development of these languages has now become

imperative, if the government sincerely believes in the constructive and empowering role

that multilingualism can play, as stated in an Unesco report (Unesco, n.d., p.116):

To promote African languages is to safeguard national

independence and to provide a sounder foundation for the

exercise of genuine democracy. It is also a means of liberating

creative faculties in general and of giving people, mentally, deep

roots in genuinely African culture. This approach to the problem

means looking beyond the mere development of culture and

considering language policy as a factor in political independence

and a requirement for democracy. The experts were unanimously

agreed that the political battle was not over until the cultural and

linguistic battle had been won.

Democracy and language development go hand in hand with socio-cultural upliftment, a

feeling of unity and nationalism among the speakers of a language. It is the language

speakers themselves who must revalorize the language before external revalorization can

be successful.

 
 
 



In the past, speakers of these marginalised languages were made to believe that their

languages were less important than English and Afrikaans. Msimang (1991, in Webb

1995:98) states that:

Most Blacks in South Africa have come to hate their languages

and consider them irrelevant to the education process.

In sections 2.2 and 2.3 below, the language principles and stipulations of the constitution

are discussed in detail.

The new constitution of South Africa (1996) includes 34 principles, amongst which five

are relevant to language policy, namely, sections III, IX, XI, XII and XX. Two of these

principles, namely sections XI and XII, make very specific reference to language. The

others bear an indirect reference, but are linked to linguistic matters in the sense that they

address principles related to discrimination, national unity and cultural diversity.

III. The Constitution shall prohibit racial, gender and all other forms of

discrimination and shall promote racial and gender equality and

national unity.

Among the other forms of discrimination one may include linguistic

discrimination. By not discriminating against indigenous languages as the

previous government did, the development of these languages will no longer

be inhibited. Sepedi will thus eventually reach the position of a high

function language.

IX. Provision shall be made for freedom of information so that there can be

open and accountable administration at all levels of government.

 
 
 



If Sepedi as one of the official languages of South Africa is also used in all

provincial government documents in the Northern Province, Gauteng and

Mpumalanga, the language will acquire the promotional status it deserves.

XI. The diversity of language and culture shall be acknowledged and

protected, and conditions for their promotion shall be encouraged.

This entails that Sepedi as one of the eleven official languages of South

Africa needs to be promoted in order to be used at all higher communicative

levels.

XII. Collective rights of self-determination in forming, joining and

maintaining organs of civil society, including linguistic, cultural and

religious associations, shall, on the basis of non-discrimination and free

association, be recognised and protected.

This will decrease the likelihood of linguistic and cultural alienation (cf.

Webb 1995:99) which contributed towards a low functional usage of a

language like Sepedi.

XX. Each level of government shall have appropriate and adequate

legislative and executive powers and functions that will enable each

level to function effectively. The allocation of powers between different

levels of government shall be made on a basis which is conducive to

financial viability at each level of government and to effective public

administration, and which recognises the need for and promotes

national unity and legitimate powered autonomy and acknowledges

cultural diversity.

The promotion of Sepedi and other indigenous languages to perform at a

high functional level will automatically lead to the promotion of national

unity (cf. Webb in preparation:54).

 
 
 



Apart from the above-mentioned general principles, the New Constitution of South Africa

(1996:66-67) contains the following stipulations which directly refer to the languages of

South Africa:

6. (1) The official languages of the Republic are Sepedi, Setswana,

isiSwati, Tshivenda, Xitsonga, Afrikaans, English, isiNdebele,

isiXhoza and isiZulu.

(2) Recognising the historically diminished use and status of the

indigenous languages of our people, the state must take practical

and positive measures to elevate the status and advance the use

of these languages.

(3)(a) The national government and provincial governments may use

any particular official languages for the purpose of government,

taking into account usage, practicality, expense, regional

circumstances, and the balance of the needs and preferences of

the population as a whole or the province concerned; but the

national government and each provincial government must use

at least two official languages.

This stipulation opens the possibility for Sepedi as an official

language to be used in the Northern Province, Gauteng, Mpumalanga

and the North West Province.

(b) Municipalities must take into account the language usage and

preferences of their residents.

Because of the significant number of Sepedi-speaking residents the

Northern Province, Gauteng, Mpumalanga and the North West

 
 
 



Province the municipalities of towns and cities in these provinces

have to be serious about recognising its status in official and public

communication. If, however, the language does not have the

capacity for conveying concepts in all such domains, effective and

efficient communication cannot take place. These "new" contexts of

use necessitate thorough linguistic research and language planning.

(4) The national government and provincial governments, by

legislative and other measures, must regulate and monitor their

use of official languages. Without detracting from the provisions

of subsection (2), all official languages must enjoy parity of

esteem and must be treated equitably.

It means that Sepedi, as one of the autochthonous languages, must

enjoy the same treatment and status as English and Afrikaans, and

must be as "visible" in official use.

(5) A Pan South African Language Board established by

national legislation must -

(a) promote, and create conditions for the development and use of:

(i) all official languages;

(ii) the Khoi, Nama and San languages, and

(iii) sign language; and

(b) promote and ensure respect for:

(i) all languages commonly used by communities in South

Africa, including German, Greek, Gujarati, Hindi,

Portuguese, Tamil, Telugu and Urdu; and

(ii) Arabic, Hebrew, Sanskrit and other languages

used for religious purposes in South Africa.

 
 
 



Although the Bible has already been translated in Sepedi and

sermons are conducted in the language, there are other text types

concerned with religion that have not been addressed, e.g. The

Book of Concord (i.e. a religious book used by Lutherans).

The above stipulations can only be heeded if the government puts in place mechanisms to:

(i) promote the use of all the official languages, particularly the autochthonous

languages, at both provincial and national levels;

(ii) develop the autochthonous languages to such an extent that they have the capacity

to be used in all the various functions either explicated or implicated by the

constitution and its stipulations;

(iii) monitor the progress that is made in terms of language planning and development,

as well as in terms of implementing the language stipulations.

It is important to note that government policies will remain sterile theories until they are

put into practice. Specific, concrete measures have to be put in place in order to make the

policy effective, i.e. to bring about changes in the functional use of languages that will

empower their speakers.

As defined above, language planning is initiated and orchestrated by policy-makers. It

means that authority lies in the hands of the government. Weinstein (1980, in Cooper

1989:30, 31) therefore defines language planning as:

[... ] a government authorised, long term sustained and conscious effort to alter a

language itself or to change a language's functions in a society for the purpose of

solving communication problems.

 
 
 



Government on its own, can however, not implement language policies. Experts, often

academically trained professionals, have to be invoked to facilitate the process.

Firstly, the language planners appointed have to conduct research in order to identify the

language problems which lie in the way of implementing the policy, and secondly

possible solutions for each particular problem have to be found. Language planning may

thus be regarded as a problem-solving activity, as captured by the following definition by

Rubin and Jernudd (1971, in Cooper 1989:30):

.. .language planning is focused on problem-solving and is

characterised by the formulation and evaluation of alternatives

for solving language problems to find the best.

Once the problems have been identified, solutions to them have to be found. In this sense

language planning involves the following:

• Coordinated measures taken to select,

• codify and,

• in some cases, to elaborate orthographic, grammatical, lexical, or semantic

features of a language and

• to disseminate the corpus agreed upon.

(Gorman 1973:73).

Language planning as a problem-solving activity therefore firstly concentrates on

WHAT the problem is, and then on HOW to solve it. An example of a language problem

might be WHAT language to use as a medium of instruction at primary and secondary

schools, or WHAT languages should be used in courts of law.

 
 
 



When the WHAT question has been answered satisfactorily, the language planner should

ask HOW the languages identified for these functional uses (e.g. education and law)

should be equipped.

One way of facilitating the use of Sepedi as a medium of instruction in courts of law, in

commerce, in government communication, etc. is to make sure that the lexicon of this

language is capable of expressing all the concepts of these functional domains. The

primary sources in which the lexicons of languages are represented, are dictionaries. If

language planners should feel that Sepedi dictionaries either do not reflect the lexicon of

the language adequately, or that these dictionaries testify to the inadequacy of the lexicon,

entry points for the planning process have to be identified. This opens the agenda for a

systematic process of investigation: stock-taking of the existing vocabulary of the

language, determining the lexical gaps, and identifying or coining vocabulary items that

might fill these gaps.

Cooper (1989:31) focuses on the process of planning, which partially overlaps with the

problem-solving approach. He asks the following research question:

WHO plans WHAT for WHOM and HOW?

The question WHO refers to those who initiate and implement the process, namely

policy-makers and planners. For example, some definitions restrict language planning to

activities undertaken by governments, government-authorized agencies, or other

authoritative bodies, i.e. organizations with a public mandate for language regulation.

The WHAT refers to the focal point of language planners (compare the exposition above)

or the type of planning, which might be status planning, corpus planning or acquisition

planning. These types of planning may be done in the interest of a certain group of

people - the beneficiaries. This will then answer the question FOR WHOM this

planning is done. The last question to be answered is HOW will this planning take place?

The HOW question should be answered by paying attention to:

 
 
 



(a) the needs of the speech community in whose interest the planning is done;

(b) the explication of the goals;

(c) the means and how they are tailored to these ends; and

(d) the monitoring of results in order to permit the adjustment of means and ends to one

another (cf. Cooper 1989 :31, 35, 40).

In the South African context, the question WHO refers to the government. The

government should refer this process of language development to the language planners

as it is their main task to see to it that proper planning is put into place before a language

can be developed. The WHAT refers to the problem itself, for example, development of

Sepedi into a fully-fledged official language of South Africa. The WHOM refers to the

people whose behaviour is to be influenced, and the HOW refers to the procedure to be

followed in the promotion of indigenous languages such as Sepedi. This is the reason why

Kennedy (1984:5) attests that:

Language planning is future oriented. That is, the outcomes,

policies and strategies must be specified in detail in advance of

action taken.

Planning is needed III order to address the future development of the autochthonous

languages.

Language planning involves three stages, namely (a) status planning, (b) corpus planning

and (c) acquisition planning. (cf. Kloss 1969, in Cooper 1989:31)

 
 
 



According to Cooper (1989:32), status planning refers to the allocation of languages or

language varieties to given functions.

Different dialects can be used in different situations. The aim of this type of planning is to

promote a language so that it may also be used for higher functions. For Sepedi in

particular, in terms of the constitution, it means that this language should be promoted so

that it can also be used at high function communicative levels. This will be discussed in

great detail in chapters 4 and 5.

Status planning also involves the social development of the language and has to do with

the attitude of the community. There are four different measures by which status

planning can be facilitated, namely:

• statutory and governmental measures

• an increase in the economic value of a language

• educational value and

• the socio-cultural meaning of language

(cf. Webb 1995:104-108)

There are three ways in which the government can promote a language. Firstly, political

leaders can take control of the functional distribution of a language such as Sepedi. They

can do this through the use of Sepedi in various governmental bodies, for example, courts

of law, educational institutions and state controlled schools, etc. According to Cooper

(1989: 108, 109) the use of a language as a medium of primary or secondary education,

either regionally or nationally, is a means of giving a language a high functional status.

 
 
 



The use of Sepedi as a medium of instruction III schools will promote the language

regionally, as well as nationally.

Secondly, the government can enforce its ideology on the nation as a whole. This usually

depends on how strong the current government of the country is. The government can

make sure that it reaches this goal through enforcing language laws, policy formulations,

policy directives as well as decrees. A typical example are the measures taken by the

South African government during the apartheid era when it gave Afrikaans and English

superior status above the indigenous languages.

Thirdly, language promotion can take place through the use of the different official

languages in parliament, for instance, the use of Sepedi in political debates, publications

and interpretation as well as translation. English and Afrikaans as the only two official

languages of South Africa in the apartheid era were the only languages used in parliament

and in governmental publications etc. Due to the fact that the new Constitution of South

Africa includes/proclaims Sepedi and other indigenous languages as official languages, it

could be expected that Sepedi has to be used in all the governmental institutions. The use

of Sepedi at provincial level in parliament in the Northern Province, Mpumalanga and

Gauteng will have a positive impact in giving this language higher functional status.

According to Webb (1995: 106), one of the most important determinants of the fate of a

language is its economic value. The only way to make the autochthonous languages

economically valuable, is by giving them a higher status in the working fraternity.

Alberts (1998:230) states that:

An increase in the demand for creativity in the African languages

resulted from other developments in South Africa such as the

 
 
 



development of the black media (broadcasting and telecasting),

the growth in the consumer market (advertising industry), and

mother-tongue education at primary school level.

For Sepedi, this could be achieved by setting fluency in the language as a prerequisite for

job opportunities when certain posts are advertised. This implies that knowledge of

Sepedi will enable speakers to sell themselves in the market since currently many young

mother tongue speakers of this language believe that English is the only means of

economic empowerment.

Webb's (1995: 107) VIew concerning the educational value of the autochthonous

languages is that:

They gradually developed into indispensable

instruments of educational development.

These languages must be used in schools and institutions in order to be developed. Hence

Webb (1995:107) emphasizes that the educational development of such languages can

only happen if:

• they are used as a medium of instruction first at primary school level, and then

later in secondary and tertiary education;

• they are offered as school subjects and can be studied and researched at tertiary

level;

• new, meaningful language syllabi for pre-tertiary education are designed;

• appropriate teaching materials and textbooks are developed; and

• effective literacy and adult training programmes are available.
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An excellent way to impart the indigenous

languages is to use them as media of

instruction.

This study concurs with the above-mentioned scholars with regard to the argument that

Sepedi as one of the autochthonous languages will undergo a gradual, natural process of

development if it is used as a medium of instruction in primary schools, secondary

schools, as well as tertiary institutions. The process of language development will greatly

be stimulated if the writing of textbooks in Sepedi is promoted, which in turn will boost

the development of Sepedi as a medium of instruction in Further Education (Grades 10-

12) and Higher Education (university and college level).

It is not only the instrumental value of a language that stimulates its development, but also

the socio-cultural status given to it by its speakers. Born (1992:439) states the following

in this regard:

If a language is spoken by the leading social groups in the

country, it becomes a symbol of cultural identity, and if it

symbolises people's link with a glorious past, then the language

will be held in high esteem by its speakers.

The community plays an important role in as far as the continuous use of the language is

concerned. For instance, the community may elect or nominate a committee which will

specifically deal with Sepedi events. Such events will result in the community respecting

 
 
 



and having confidence in the language. It is important to note that people can only

communicate and know their cultures through the use of their mother-tongue.

Status planning should therefore promote, and not ignore the role of a language in

different social situations. The status that a language ha's in its own community, will to a

large extent, determine the status that it will have in the eyes of potential second language

learners. This aspect is called acquisition planning, and will be dealt with in 2.4.3 below.

Corpus planning is primarily concerned with the WHAT question and it involves the

creation and redefinition of words. According to Cooper (1989: 31, 32, 33) corpus

planning refers to activities such as coining new terms, reforming spelling and adopting a

new script.

New terms should be created and coined for those words which do not have translation

equivalents for a source language item. For example, if there are some English high

function words which have no Sepedi translation equivalents, then new terms need to be

created for them. There are also instances where certain normative language rules need to

be adapted as the language develops. For instance, certain spelling rules in the Northern

Sotho Terminology and Orthography might need to be changed as the language develops.

This process of coining new terms and reforming spellings will improve the language as

new scripts will be adopted.

The aim of corpus planning is to expand a language. This is also cited by

Webb (1995:109) who states that:

The aim of corpus planning is the expansion of a language to

enable it to perform the (higher level) functions allocated to it.

 
 
 



Corpus planning is regarded as the initial step to be taken in the development of a

language. This is done in order to ascertain that a language acquires the high function

status it deserves. According to Webb (1995:109) this generally involves the selection of

a variety to be cultivated as a standard language.

A language variety which will ultimately be called the standard language should be

selected. Webb's view is in tandem with that ofCluver (1989:75) who says that:

In a normal complex industrial (or post-industrial) society, a

uniform language is needed for the mass media, for education

and for government and it also serves to group people into a

nation. This uniform language is generally known as the

standard language.

The process of corpus planning can only succeed if done through the standard language.

According to Hudson (1980:33,34), a typical standard language will have passed through

the following processes:

(i) Selection: the choice of one dialect from the many to be developed

into a standard language.

(ii) Codification: the systematised fixing of the grammatical rules of the

chosen language in grammar books and dictionaries, after which the

members of the relevant speech community will have to learn it.

(iii) Elaboration of function: enlargement of the scope of use of the

language which was chosen, so that it is now used in government

circles, schools, the media, religious activities, and in literature.

(iv) Acceptance: the variety which was chosen should be accepted by

the community and serve as a unifying force. (cf. also Mathumba,

1993:20, 21), (number insertion, mine).

 
 
 



As far as selection is concerned, Pedi is a dialect which has been developed into a

standard language called Sepedi. In terms of codification, it can be argued that Sepedi as

a standard language has its own grammatical rules which must be observed at all times on

all levels of communication. The Pan South African Language Board has all the powers

to see to it that sub-language-committees whose task it is to revise the terminology and

orthography of the language are constituted for Sepedi. Thirdly, with respect to

elaboration of function, the new constitution of the Republic of South Africa (1996:4)

recognises Sepedi as one of the eleven official languages of the country, and this is why

this language is now being introduced in all government circles, the media, in courts of

law etc. Finally, as far as acceptance is concerned, Sepedi has been developed into a

standard language which is officially accepted by its native speakers.

In the process of corpus planning language variation plays an important role (cf. Hudson

1980:24). Three concepts referring to aspects of variation - and the choices made between

alternatives - demand attention, namely dialect, register and style.

(i) Dialect

Crystal (1969:92) defines a dialect as:

A regionally or socially distinctive variety of a language,

identified by a particular set of words and grammatical structures.

(cf. Wolfram 1991:2)

Two types of dialects can be distinguished, namely social dialects and regional dialects.

Calteaux (1996:39) states that social dialects are dialects which can be distinguished on

the basis of non-regional differences such as social class, age, sex, status or social setting,

whereas regional dialects are variations based on geographical factors.

 
 
 



Dialects differ from the standard variety of a language in that they are non-standard

varieties. This is attested by Wardhaugh (1986:25) who says that a dialect is often

equivalent to "non-standard" or even "substandard" language. On the other hand standard

varieties of a language have often been derived from nonstandard varieties and the

lexicons of the former are often replenished from the stock of the latter. Dialects therefore

playa major role in the development of each and every standard language.

Sepedi was developed from the regional dialect Pedi. Other dialects are Lobedu, Tlokwa,

Hananwa etc. In the process of corpus planning - to expand the standard language -

elements of any of the dialects may be "borrowed" or adapted to fulfill a particular lexical

or other need.

(ii) Register

According to Van Wyk (1992:4, 5) a register is a more or less discrete set of lexical items

and expressions adapted to specific topics and social situations e.g. law, religion, history

etc.

It is the type of linguistic variation which bears a mutual relation

with context in a wide sense of the term, including both textual

context and situational context.

This means that the term register refers to the different "types" of a language used in

different social situations by different people (cf. Sekhukhune 1988:18, 19).

Sepedi needs to be expanded in order to fulfill the entire spectrum of linguistic functions

needed by the speakers of Sepedi. This could involve the creation of new registers

depending on the situation in which the speakers find themselves, e.g. a medical register

 
 
 



for use between doctors, nurses and representatives of other medical professions; a

bureaucratic/official register for use in government offices, and between government and

the public; an academic register for use if/when Sepedi is used as a medium of instruction

in institutions of higher learning.

The following examples demonstrate the impact of different registers on the use of lexical

items:

English

Sepedi

Business people sell goods to their customers

(Barekisi ba rekisetsa bareki diphahlo)

Medical personnel look after the patients in hospitals

(Balwetsi ba hlokomelwa ke ba tsa kalafo dipetleleng)

Example 3:

Lawyers defend their clients in the courts of law

(Boramelao ba emela badirelwa ba bona kgorong tsa tsheko)

Example 1 shows that business people provide serVIces to the customers (bareki).

Example 2 shows that the medical personnel provide services to the patients (balwetsi),

and the legal people provide services to the clients (badirelwa) in example 3. Each one of

these three fields has its own term for the people they serve, namely customers (bareki),

patients (balwetsi) and clients (badirelwa).

Each of these three fields, namely business, medical and legal provide services to the

people. This may be in the form of goods, service or knowledge. Business people use the

term customer (bareki) to refer to people who buy goods from them. The medical

 
 
 



personnel (e.g. doctors ) earn a living for the services they provide to their patients

(balwetSi) but they use the term patients (balwetsi) to refer to their clients (bareki). Legal

personnel, for example, lawyers use the term clients (badirelwa) to refer to their

customers. Therefore, the researcher concludes that different speech registers, namely

customers (bareki), patients (balwetsi), clients (badirelwa) are used in different situations

(i.e. in business, medical and legal) but they all refer to customer which is moreki in

Sepedi. Therefore, they vary situationally as the two words, patients (balwetsi) and

clients (badirelwa), which belong to different registers have the same meaning. The only

difference is that these three speech registers vary situationally due to different situations

and ethical rules (cf. Stark 1990:174).

Register and terminology are related concepts in that the registers for certain academic,

technical, scientific and professional domains often derive their distinctive character from

the subject-field terms used for the important concepts of this field. Terminology as such,

however, falls outside the scope of this contribution and will not be dealt with further.

(Hi) Style

The situation in which speakers find themselves, determines the style of the language.

Fromkin & Rodman (1993:299) define style as a situation dialect. Hartmann & James

(1998: 132) define style as a variety of a particular language associated with different

texts, authors, genres and oeuvres.

The style of a language is determined by the relationship between the participants during

communication, the topic of the conversation and the formality of the situation. A

speaker would, for instance, use a chatty styl~ with friends in an informal situation. On

the other hand the speaker would use a formal conversational style in a context where

he/she does not know the other speech partner intimately (e.g. with a colleague from a

neighbouring university), and when conversing on topics of academic importance such as

the new dispensation in higher education.

 
 
 



Style parameters can often be quantified, for example, the language style used by a

teacher in a classroom situation will be more formal than the style used on the tennis

court.

With regard to the central theme of this thesis style is important in the sense that higher

functional uses of language are normally characterised by a formal style, making use of

different subject-specific registers. Language planners are under the obligation to

determine whether Sepedi does indeed have the capacity to express the concepts of higher

domains in a highly formalised style and register.

[... ] directed at the spreading of the language. If the language

spreads, the number of language users, speakers, writers, listeners

or readers will increase.

It is the task of the language speakers to make sure that knowledge reaches the people in

different media such as textbooks, public speeches etc., as the language develops. Hence

Cooper (1989:33) argues that new users may be attracted by the new uses to which a

language is put.

As the language develops, its usage also changes and this will ultimately increase the

number of users. The more the language spreads, the more easily it can be acquired. For

example, publication of new textbooks, compilation of new dictionaries, writing of

articles, etc. will automatically spread knowledge nationally and internationally. The

elevation of the status of Sepedi amongst mother tongue speakers may depend on how

efficiently it handles various linguistic concepts and functions. This involves the

 
 
 



elaboration of the vocabulary in general, as well as the development of the various

technical vocabularies of the languages.

Sepedi as one of the autochthonous languages should be revalorised in order to acquire a

similar technological status as English and Afrikaans. This can only be accomplished

through the creation and redefinition of Sepedi terms (i.e. certain technological words for

example, computer terminology are standard world-wide-English and difficult to

translate). As such, translation equivalents for Sepedi need to be created so that the

technological status of the language will be the same as that of English and Afrikaans.

This exercise of creating new words and redefining and re-evaluating existing words and

terms will automatically lead to the compilation of new Sepedi (monolingual, bilingual,

trilingual, multilingual, etc.) dictionaries. Then in turn the language speakers or users will

benefit from such an endeavour.

Language politics of South Africa can, simplistically spoken, be divided into two phases.

The first phase is represented by the constitution of South Africa in the apartheid era and

the second phase by the post apartheid constitution (1996). The language principles and

stipulations in the constitution of the previous government recognised English and

Afrikaans as the only two official languages of South Africa, and indigenous languages

such as Sepedi were marginalised. The speakers of these languages were made to believe

that their languages were inferior to English and Afrikaans, and as a result they developed

a negative attitude towards their mother tongues.

The second political phase started with the post apartheid constitution of South Africa. It

recognised the indigenous languages as well as English and Afrikaans as official

languages of South Africa, thereby officially changing their status. The language

 
 
 



stipulations in the constitution entail that Sepedi and other indigenous languages should

be promoted so that they can enjoy the same high functional status as English and

Afrikaans. Status-planning for Sepedi has therefore been accomplished to a certain extent.

This kind of language planning must, however, be followed up by government through

the promotion and sanctioning of the autochthonous languages as languages of further and

higher education.

Efficient status planning makes it possible for acquisition planning to take place without

any hindrance. Users may acquire this language (more fully) through speaking and

reading textbooks written in Sepedi. Lexicographers and terminographers can also

elevate the status of the language more successfully amongst mother-tongue speakers by

compiling Sepedi monolingual dictionaries, a dictionary type which currently do not exist

in Sepedi. The existing Sepedi bilingual dictionaries can also be improved, not only to

assist students and translators, but also to ascertain that Sepedi is able to take up its place

as a fully fledged official language next to a world language such as English. In addition

to this the compilation of bilingual, monolingual and bilingualised leamer's dictionaries

could be a significant step in making Sepedi more accessible to speakers of other

languages, thereby strengthening its position as a second language and making

proficiency in this language an imperative for mobility in South African public life.

In order for a language like Sepedi to become a widely used high function language,

effective and efficient corpus planning is an imperative. The first step in this process

would entail assessment of its functional mobility, i.e. the use of the language across a

wide spectrum of social functions, including higher functions.

One way of achieving this goal is to build up a computer corpus of English texts used in

higher functions and then use this corpus to determine possible lexical gaps in Sepedi.

 
 
 



In chapter 3, an overview will be given of different approaches to corpus building applied

by prominent overseas dictionary houses. A detailed discussion about the English high

function Corpus will follow thereafter.

 
 
 



According to Sinclair (1991: 171), a corpus is a collection of naturally-occurring language

text, chosen to characterize a state or variety of a language. Hartmann & James'

definition is similar. They (1998:30) define corpus as a systematic collection of texts

which document the usage features of a language or language variety.

One of the main purposes of a corpus is to collect data in order to find evidence for

describing particular aspects of a language. Presently, corpora are recognised more and

more by research and development groups as the most precious aid in designing systems

that respond to user needs, in terms of types of texts and real language to be treated (cf.

Calzolari 1996:4). These linguistic corpora are suitable or appropriate scientific departure

points and in order to use them effectively, it is necessary to take note of this science and

its practices.

The compilation of lexicographic corpora has become a science in its own right. In order

to capture the essence of this science and practice, the process of corpus-building by

prominent overseas publishing houses is investigated.

In this chapter, three approaches to corpus building are analysed and discussed. Each

approach will be discussed with regard to: (a) its main aim and rationale behind its

delimitation of text categories, (b) the principles followed with regard to determining

frequency and distribution, and (c) its use of concordances (cf. De Schryver & Prinsloo

2000:291-309)

 
 
 



(a) A text category is defined by Sinclair (1987: 175) as a complete and continuous

piece of spoken or written language with a distinct character and function.

(b) Texts can be classified or distributed into different categories, such as journals,

magazines, newspapers etc.

(c) Hartmann & James (1998:27) describe a concordance as "a systematic list of the

vocabulary which occurs in a text or an author's work, with a minimal verbal

context provided for each word". On the same note, Sinclair (1991 :32) refers to a

concordance as "a collection of the occurrences of a word-form each in its own

textual environment".

Thereafter the English corpus which was compiled for the purpose of isolating a number

of typical high function words will be discussed in detail.

According to Sinclair (1987:2) the aim of this corpus is to identify those aspects of the

English language which are relevant to the needs of the international user. Moreover, the

approach is synchronic, taking texts mainly from 1970.

The general text categories (written and spoken) of this corpus consist of 35,000 words of

classroom discourse, one million words of applied science text, seven hundred and fifty

thousand words of economic text and an assortment of texts known as the NATLAN

COLLECTION, (cf. Sinclair 1987;1). See appendix 1 for a more detailed table.

 
 
 



The written texts mainly comprise of fiction and non-fiction books. The written fiction

texts are divided into five categories. The first category is a general category which

contains works on human relations with different settings; the second category comprises

of historical texts; the third category, namely thrillers, comprises of detective novels like

Jaws by Peter Benchley. The fourth category is the fantasy category which contains a

variety of texts with communal settings and events. One of the subgenres is prose. The

final category includes magazines and journals which were published nationally and

internationally on a weekly and monthly basis. Major newspapers (national and

international) were mainly used to obtain the names of the best-sellers as well as the

catalogues from the leading publishers (cf. Sinclair 1987:23-32). These text categories

were processed by means of OCR (optical character recognition) text computerisation.

No effort was made to include any scientific and/or technical texts in this corpus as

subject-field terminology falls outside the scope of this study.

The spoken texts compnse of suitable data on tapes and transcripts from different

university departments, spoken material recorded for different research purposes and

radio interviews made at the University of Sussex. The BBC also supplied radio batches

of transcribed data based on radio broadcasts of reports, interviews and discussions.

Lastly, the British Council produced series of transcripts of unscripted and informal

conversation, (cf. Sinclair 1987:34-35), (see appendix 1 for more examples).

It seems as if the basic selection principles for the Cobuild Corpus have been text types

related in format and medium, such as written books, newspapers, magazines and

journals. Books in the written text corpus are categorised primarily by topic/setting.

Newspapers are categorised primarily by circulation, secondly by frequency, and thirdly

by language variety; and the magazine and journal corpus is categorised primarily by

circulation, secondly by frequency, then by language variety and finally by topic. The

texts in the spoken corpus are categorised primarily by text type or sub-genre, such as

face to face, telephone, TV, video interview etc., and then secondly by general topic.

 
 
 



According to Kennedy (1998:47) the Cobuild Corpus also includes a smaller sub-corpus

containing about 1 million words representative of the English used in texts and course

books for learners of English (the TEFL Corpus). This corpus was compiled as part of

the Cobuild project to be a point of reference for future developments in curriculum

design for teaching English as a foreign language.

The compilation of the Cobuild Corpus is followed by frequency counting, which is the

process or result of establishing the frequency of words or other linguistic units in a text

or text corpus (cf. Hartmann & James 1998:59). The purpose of frequency counting is to

determine how frequently the word is used in different text categories. Example 1 shows

an example of frequency word counting as in Pedersen and Zettersten (1996: 147).

Word 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Total

Exploits 91 245 224 13 73 150 146 31 116 64 48 197 122 39 211 1770
Exploiters 7 5 15 2 1 8 2 1 0 0 2 8 2 3 5 61
Exploitive 4 0 2 0 2 6 77 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 23

In this paradigm, the total number of occurrences of the word exploit is 1770. Columns 1

to 15 reflect the spreading of this word over the different text categories (see appendix 2).

A concordance shows the meaning of each word in a particular context. In example 2

below, the word crawl is given as appearing in different contexts in concordance form in

the Cobuild Corpus (Sinclair 1987:36).

 
 
 



she began to

the seconds

future made her skin

she was forced to

crawl

crawl

crawl

crawl

on the floor

past as if they were anchored to

she stripped to her panties

along at a snail's pace

The word as used in example 2, line 1, indicates the movement across space. The same

word in line 2 has been used figuratively to suggest slow movement or progress, and in

line 3 the word is used as an idiomatic expression to show an emotional reaction to a

horrible scene or prospect, while in line 4 it refers to a slow movement as in line 2.

Compare also appendix 3 for more exhaustive examples from this corpus.

The aim of this Corpus is to study the grammar and texts, in stylistics as well as in

automatic language analysis. The approach used in the LOB Corpus was synchronic,

taking texts only from 1961. Hofland & Johansson (1989:2) represent the basic

composition of the LOB Corpus (see appendix 4). The LOB corpus is composed of the

following text categories:

Press: Reportage

Press: Editorial

Press: Reviews

Religion

 
 
 



E. Skills and Hobbies 36

F. Popular Lore 48

G. Belles Lettres, Biography, etc. 75

H. Miscellaneous 30

J. Learned and Scientific Writings 80

K. Fiction: General 29
L. Fiction: Mystery and Detective 24

M. Fiction: Science 6

N. Fiction: Adventure and Western 29

O. Fiction; Romance and Love Story 29

P. Humor 9

Total 500

(Louwrens 1991:56)

The LOB Corpus, which follows a diachronic approach, consists of fifteen text categories

(see example 3). It covers relevant categories and sub-categories of the texts as shown in

Example 3(a) below (Hofland & Johansson 1989:2).

Categories : A : Press : reportage

B : Press : editorial

C : Press : reviews

D: Religion

E : Skills, trade and hobbies

F : Popular lore

G : Belles-lettres, biography, essays

 
 
 



H : Miscellaneous

I: Learned and scientific writings (see appendix 4)

The press category is divided into three parts, namely report on the press, editorial press

and reviewers press. These references were obtained from national Sunday and daily

newspapers, as well as provincial weekly and daily newspapers. The type of information

obtained from all of the three press categories differs in the sense that Category A

contains politics, sports, finance, culture as types of information, whereas Category B

includes institutional editorials, personal editorials and letters to the editors. In category

C no reference is made to the types of information obtained from the National daily and

Sunday weekly newspapers, and the provincial daily and weekly newspapers in Category

C. The other remaining categories are religion, miscellaneous, general, fiction etc. (see

example 3(a) for more information). The process of categorization was followed by the

computerisation of the texts by means of OCR (optical character recognition).

Frequency counting reflects the total number of words appearing in different columns.

Each column shows the total number of occurrences of each word. For example,

frequency counting is given in example 4 as in Hofland & Johansson (1989:43).

Example 4

Column 1 below consists of the different words in the corpus, column 2 reflects the total

number of occurrences, column 3 indicates the number of text categories in which the

form is represented, while column 4 shows the distribution in text samples (cf. Hofland &

Johansson 1989:42)

 
 
 



1 2 3 4 5

Word Total number Distribution Distribution Distribution

Abandon 27 11 5 11

Abashed 3 1 1 1

In this table, the frequency and distribution of words such as abandon, abashed, etc. are

given. The total number for the spreading of the word abandon and abashed is 27 and 3

respectively. (see appendix 5).

The fact that a word can be viewed in context with a number of words preceding and a

number of words following the particular word enables the researcher to see at a glance

its meaning, style, syntactic behaviour etc. Kennedy (1998:252) has given the word on in

concordance form for the LOB Corpus. This word appears in different contextual

meanings as shown in example 5.

mothers help their children

former freely 173 mounted

pointed out and compared notes

baking day

ball races

beaches

The word on, given as an example in 1, refers to a temporal relationship (baking day), in 2

to a spatial relationship (ball) whereas in 3 it refers to a topic-related relationship.

(Compare appendix 6).

 
 
 



Each and every data corpus is compiled to fulfill certain objectives. According to

Summers (1993:184), the aim of the English Language Corpus is:

To design and collect a well balanced corpus of between 30 and

50 million words of twentieth century English, covering

American and British English predominantly, but also including

other major varieties of native English, and including both

written and spoken language.

The corpus covers a wide range of written and spoken American and British English of

the twentieth century. The approach used here is diachronic, covering language from

1900 onwards. The structures of Summers (1993 :20 1-202) Longman I Lancaster English

Language written Corpus and Spoken Corpus are as follows:

30 +million words

I
(15 millLn words) mic1rocosmic(15 million words)

random selection of individual titles

using random number tables

(no adjustment for document features)

More information with regard to the imaginative and the informative sources is given in

the following paragraph.

 
 
 



The Longman Lancaster English Language Written Corpus contains information from

various sources. Those sources are divided into two categories, namely:

• imaginative sources and

• informative sources.

Examples of imaginative sources and informative sources are given in the following

table:

Imaginative sources:

random selection of

individual titles

using random number

tables (no adjustment

for document features)

Examples of imaginative sources:
1. Author

2. No title or subject classifications

3. Subsequent classification into 10

superfields

I
Natural and Pure Science

Applied Science

Social Science

World Affairs

 
 
 



5. Commerce and Finance

6. Arts.

7. Belief and Thought

8. Leisure

9. Fiction

10. Non-fiction

10.1 Poetry

10.2. Drama

10.3. Humor

Literary
books

1. Achebe, C: Things
fall apart
2. Collins, J: Rockstein
3. Clavell, J: Shogun

2. Time

3. Level

4. Medium

Academic
textbooks

Newspapers &
Journals

1. Hawking, S.W.
A brief history
2. Periodicals
2.1. Fisherman
2.2. Golf Monthly
2.3. Me etc.

1. Business Week
2. Today
3. Daily Telegraph
4. Financial Times

Unpublished and
Ephimera

I.BritishTelecom:
How you could
save Time and Money
2. Internationalist:
3. Shelter: Who's
Homeless Now?
4. Try the New
Magazine

 
 
 



Concerning the category microcosmic (see example 6), a random number of tables are

used to select titles from books which have already been printed. The criterion used is

that of the author's name, and not the title or subject classification. Ten (l0) broad

subject areas known as Superfields are adopted, namely, natural and pure science, applied

science, social science, world affairs etc. (see example 6 (a), example 3 of imaginative

sources). Lastly, four primary document features are used for the classification of the

texts into document types, namely Region, which refers to the varieties of English used in

major countries; Time, in which a diachronic approach is followed instead of a

synchronic one in order to cover the language as from 1900 onwards; Medium, of which

examples are books, periodicals, newspapers and ephemera, and lastly Level, where the

emphasis is on the high level of imaginative language rather than the technical.

predetermined percentages

from the following text types

'randomly' selected

conversations from a

representative sample

of population

lectures
demonstrations
speeches
sales talk
interviews
debates
broadcasts (TV, radio, unscripted,
commentaries, discussions)

The structure of the English language spoken corpus replicated the written corpus in the

sense that it comprises two approaches, namely selective and microcosmic. Examples of

selective text types are demonstrations, lectures, speeches, sales talk, interviews,

 
 
 



broadcasting (TV and radio). In as far as the microcosmic approach is concerned, details

of the participants including name, gender, age, race, region, occupation, education, social

class etc. are taken into consideration. One must remember that text classification

according to reference information, details of conversation and details of participants

depend mainly on whether one uses a selective as well as a microcosmic approach when

conducting such research. This process is followed by the computerisation of the texts by

means of OCR.

In total, the Lancaster corpus of written English comprises of 28 million words. These

words were extracted from more than two thousand sources. From the two thousand

sources, more than six hundred are books. The Lancaster spoken English corpus

comprises of only five to ten million words. The relative small size of the corpus is due to

lack of spoken material available during the time the data corpora were compiled.

According to Sinclair (1991: 170) the concordance (a word in context) is at the centre of

corpus linguistics, because it gives access to many important language patterns in texts.

Consider the following example as given by Summers (1993 :204) for the Lancaster

Spoken English corpus.

air seems to have dried me really

quite a good lunch time really

well

I managed to see people

 
 
 



In 1 and 2, the word really has a positive connotation whereas its occurrence III 3

emphasizes an instruction.

This forms the last part of the general treatment of the three corpora, namely, the Cobuild

corpus, the LOB corpus and the Longman English Language corpus. These three corpora

will now be schematically compared.

 
 
 



The Co build Corpus LOB Corpus Longman/Lancaster English Language Corpus

I. Text categories Written and Spoken Press Category Written and Spoken
Books Tapes .j,

report editorial reviews A- A-
.j, .j, .j, Selective microcosmic Selective microcosmic

religion .j, .j, ,j,
fictional and non-fictional radio .j,

Magazines informal skills, trades & hobbies
,j, ,j, ,j,

Journals conversations .j,

Newspapers Popular love books 10 lectures conversations
,j, newspaper Superfields speeches

belles lettres, biography, essays journals
,j,

interviews
,j, I. National etc.

Miscellaneous Science
.j, 2. Applied

Learned and Scientific Writings Science
3. Social

Science etc.

I. I Approach Synchronic approach Synchronic approach Diachronic approach

2. Scanning Text were computerized by means of OCR Texts were computerized by means of OCR Texts were computerized by means of OCR

3. Frequency counts - Word overall frequency and frequency for
- Word overall frequency and total of occurrences only

separate categories -Word overall frequency and frequency for

separate categories

4. Concordance - regular form i.e. word running in the middle - regular form: i.e. same as the Cobuild corpus - regular form: same as the Cobuild & LOB corpora
with similar or different contexts

 
 
 



It has been stated in chapter one that the aim of this research is to establish to what extent

Sepedi is capable of expressing those concepts found in the higher domains of life, for

example, in science, commerce, governmental communication, education, etc.

In order to evaluate the ability of Sepedi to express high function concepts, the logical

step would be to build a corpus for Sepedi. This is, however, highly problematic.

Although literature is available in some higher function categories such as poetry, prose

and religion (e.g. the Bible); other categories such as government communication,

advertisements and brochures, manuals, magazines and newspapers are not well

represented in Sepedi.

An alternative route towards evaluating the lexical capacity of Sepedi in higher domains

was to compile an English Corpus of high function words and then to determine whether

Sepedi has translation equivalents for all these words. Following the example of the LOB

Corpus it was decided to identify text categories on the basis of genre.

The following six categories were selected and used for the construction of the corpus:

* academic literature, for example linguistics, music, economics, sociology,

geography etc.

advertisements and brochures,

furniture, jobs, houses etc.

the Bible (mainly the New Testament)

 
 
 



magazines and newspapers (e.g. the SABC, MetroRail, Scope, Drum etc. and

Pretoria News, Sowetan, Sunday Times, Citizen, Star etc).

manuals (e.g. for operating and maintaining computers, cellular phones,

motor-cars etc).

prose as well as short stories.

The corpus compiled for this study differs from overseas corpora for English, such as the

Cobuild Corpus, LOB Corpus and Longman-Lancaster English Language Corpus, as

these corpora are intended to represent the entire vocabulary of English, ranging from the

spoken vernacular to academic and scientific language, while the limited corpus for this

study focuses mainly on genres representative only of higher social functions.

Texts were scanned using OCR in order to convert the data to an electronic format that

would allow operations such as frequency counting, concordancing, etc.

Word
Total number of words
Academic literature category
Advertisements and brochures category
Bible category
Magazines and newspapers category
Manuals category
Prose category

 
 
 



The output was firstly organised in an alphabetical order. Thereafter it was processed in

two ways, namely: frequency counts and concordance lines. Thereafter, a number of

English high function words were randomly selected with the aim to ascertain whether

Sepedi has suitable equivalents or the ability to express such concepts as denoted by these

words.

The English high function words were firstly arranged alphabetically in order to obtain an

overall impression of the extent of the alphabetical stretches and typical derivational

patterns e.g. account, accountability, accounting, accounts etc.

Word Total Academic Advertisements Bible Magazines Manuals Prose
Number Literature and and

brochures Newspapers
Abhorrence 7 7
Abilities 7 5 1 1
Ability 47 11 23 4 7 2
Able 268 164 24 37 21 7 15
Abnormal 4 2 1 I
Abnormal ities 13 13
Aboard 10 2 I 7
Above 80 21 18 12 6 15 8

The second output of the corpus to be studied was overall frequency and spreading in a

descending order. The importance of the overall word frequency count is to see how

frequently the word is used in all of the seven categories. Words reflecting a high

frequency count but also words with a low count are of interest to the researcher.

Determining which words have significant overall counts is of the utmost importance for

this study, since the ability or inability of Sepedi to express high concepts will be an

indication to what extent this language can be used as a high function language. Consider

the following examples in this regard:

 
 
 



Word Total Academic Advertisemets Bible Magazines Manuals Prose

literature and and

brochures Newspapers

Disciples 165 164 1
Systems 165 94 47 12 12
Reference 144 107 23 1 2 3
Performance 99 78 2 13 5 1
Network 81 1 4 7 69

Lecturers 40 39 1
Luggage 40 34 5 1
Mechanisms 40 37 1 1 1
Media 40 8 15 16 1
Courses 39 34 1 3 1

Tragicomedy 4 4
Tribulation 4 4
Warrant 4 1 1 1 1
Workmanship 4 3 1
Wrapped 4 2 1 1

Example 2 gIves a random selection of high function words from the English Corpus.

This example demonstrates high, medium and low frequency counts of high function

words from the English Corpus (for more examples, see appendix 7).

This study illustrated in Chapter 2 that viewing words in concordance layout is a useful

way to determine the different senses of such a word. Consider the following typical

examples:

 
 
 



why mention love, never

I left it in a safe, would you

I have a good

he takes his

mind

mind

mind

mind

carry on about how love is

checking it up?

to go without my sister

off by playing soccer

this dumping area will affect other people's life

houses in Cape Town area are very expensive

The study introduced the two types of outputs of the corpus most relevant to this study,

namely frequency counts and concordance lines.

As indicated in paragraph 3.6.6 words with high frequency counts as well as words with

low frequency counts were investigated.

Random selections of both high and low frequency words were made. Table 3.1 shows

the selection of high function words with fairly high frequencies.

 
 
 



Word Total Academic Advertisements Bible Magazines Manuals Prose

literature and And

Brochures Newspapers

Area 94 II 31 5 15 31 1
Assume(d) 20 10 5 2 3
Assign 17 3 1 6

Expert(s) 18 5 4 3 3 3

Policy 61 3 27 29 1 1

The word area is frequently used as a high function word as indicated in table 3.1,

column three of the academic literature category. The total number of occurrences in the

respective categories are: 11, 31, 5, 15, 31 and 1 respectively. The table demonstrates

frequency counting for the other remaining words, namely assume(d), assign, expert(s)

and policy.

In general, the high function words area, assume (d), assign, expert(s) and policy have 94,

20, 17, 18 and 61 as the overall number of occurrences in all of the six categories

respectively.

Word Total Academic Advertisements Bible Magazines Manuals Prose

literature and And

brochures Newspapers

Creditor 9 9

 
 
 



Equilibrium 18 18

Hierarchy 5 3 1 1

Innovations 4 2 I I

Relevance 4 3 I

The word creditor has 9 as the total number of occurrences in table 3.2. It appears 9 and

o times in the academic literature category and other categories respectively. The next

word, namely, hierarchy has 3 occurrences in the academic literature category, I in both

the advertisements/brochures and the Bible categories while 0 in the remaining categories,

namely, magazines and newspapers category, manual category and prose category. The

total number of its occurrences in all categories is 5. The same process is followed with

words such as innovation, relevance and equilibrium. Although equilibrium has a fairly

high overall frequency, it was included amongst the lowest frequently used words because

it does not have a good spreading.

This chapter gave an overview of the alms, organising principles, data-collection

technologies, and data-processing mechanisms of three important English corpora, and

the compilation of an English high function Corpus. In conclusion a comparison will be

given between the above features of the mentioned corpora and those of the English

corpus compiled for the purpose of this study.

3.7 ~im

The main aims of the international corpora are the following:

• Cobuild Corpus: to identify those aspects of the English language which are

relevant to the needs of the international user, primarily for compiling learners'

dictionaries of English.

• LOB Corpus: to study the grammar and stylistics in texts, as well as in automatic

language analysis.

 
 
 



• LLEL Corpus: to design and collect a well balanced corpus of between

30 and 50 million words of twentieth century English, covering

American and British English predominantly, but also including other

major varieties of native English, and including both written and spoken

language. This corpus is also mainly directed at dictionary compilation.

The English Corpus compiled for this study has quite a different purpose and aim, namely

to make a computerized collection of English words representing the categories of words

typically used in higher linguistic functions in the South African context. The size of the

corpus is, of course, much smaller than those of the English corpora discussed here. It

comprises modest words.

In as far as the Cobuild Corpus is concerned, topic seems to have played the most

important role in the categorisation process of the written corpus, and genre seems to have

played the major role in the spoken corpus. The LOB Corpus has genre as its major

organisational principle as indicated by the comparative table in 3.5. Secondary

principles for categorisation are distribution (national, provincial etc.) and broad topics

such as politics, sports, finance, culture, history, travel etc. The Longman-Lancaster

Corpus (written corpus) seems to have adopted linguistic functions as one of its primary

principles of organisation, namely imaginative and informative. Secondary principles of

organisation are genre (newspapers, books, unpublished and ephemera), topic and

document features (such as region, time, level and medium).

For the purpose of this study, however, a genre-based approach was regarded as more

suitable as it is easier to correlate genre with communicative function than it is to

correlate topic with communicative function. Moreover, a genre-based categorization

would produce text categories that are lexically homogeneous (cf. Summers 1993:193),

 
 
 



e.g. text categories such as academic literature (English, Sociology, Economics etc.),

manuals (computer, cellular phones etc.), Bible (New Testament) etc.

According to the comparison table in 3.5 all three corpora went through a similar

procedure of scanning texts, counting word frequency and organising words in a

concordance form (cf. Prinsloo 1991:56; Lutton 1992:50).

The High Function English Corpus was similarly compiled, namely collecting an archive

of appropriate texts and saving the data as text files by making use of scanning and optical

character recognition.

The data was analyzed in the same way as the overseas data, namely by

• counting total word frequencies, as well as spreading of words over the different

source categories; and

• studying the words in context in a concordance layout.

The English Corpus was compiled by using different text categories. A random selection

including words which are highly used, as well as seldomly used ones were made to form

the basis of study in the following chapters (i.e. 4 and 5). The discussion about these two

categories of words was based on overall frequency counts and spreading.

In the next two chapters (4 and 5), bilingual Sepedi-English dictionaries will be evaluated

with regard to their treatment of a number of randomly selected high function words.

 
 
 



THE TREATMENT OF HIGH FUNCTION WORDS IN SEPEDI

BILINGUAL DICTIONARIES

In the prevIOUSchapter the modus operandi for building a corpus of high function

academic words in English was described in detail. The purpose of the corpus is firstly to

serve as a basis for assessing the ability of Sepedi to be used in all functional domains,

especially the higher functions; in other words to determine whether the lexicon of Sepedi

has the capacity to express higher order concepts. The second purpose of the corpus is to

evaluate existing Sepedi-English dictionaries with regard to their treatment of high

function words in Sepedi. The lexical items of the English Corpus served as an entry point

for the investigation.

Sepedi has a number of bilingual dictionaries, namely The New English Northern Sotho

dictionary, New Sepedi dictionary, Pukuntsu etc. The first two bilingual dictionaries and

the Northern Sotho Terminology and Orthography were used in the research on the

treatment of high function words. In Landau's (1989:8) terminology both are two-way or

bi-directional dictionaries.

The analysis will be preceded by a discussion on the theory of bilingual lexicography,

with the main emphasis on the concept of equivalence and the diagnostic tools it provides

for evaluating bilingual dictionaries. The theory of bilingual lexicography will serve as a

matrix for the description of lexical inadequacies of Sepedi if it is to fulfill its role as a

high function language.

 
 
 



a lexical unit of the target language which has the same lexical

meaning as the respective lexical unit of the source language.

Equivalence then implies that the meaning of a selected word in the target language item

possesses the same meaning and use as the source language item (see example 1).

Three main types of equivalence are distinguished, namely: absolute equivalence, partial

equivalence and zero equivalence.

Svensen (1993: 143) describes complete equivalence as complete correspondence between

words and expressions in two languages as regards content and register. According to

Zgusta (1971:312), absolute equivalence requires that the lexical meaning of the two

lexical units be absolutely identical, regarding all components, namely designation,

connotation and range of application.

English

leap year

Afrikaans

skrikkeljaar

English

amino acid

Sepedi

aminoesiti

 
 
 



Afrikaans and Sepedi have "skrikkeljaar" and "aminoesiti" as absolute equivalents for

the English words "leap year" and "aminoesiti" respectively.

This implies that there is an incomplete correspondence between the semantic content of

source language item and target language item. Svensen (1993: 143) speaks of an

incomplete agreement of the content and register of the words in the respective languages.

That means that there is an agreement, but only partial. Compare the following

possibilities:

(a) the target language word has fewer semantic features than the source

language

Source language

Afrikaans

Target language

English

eat

Sepedi

ja

English and Sepedi have no absolute equivalents for vreet in Afrikaans. English has eat

and Sepedi ja as partial equivalents to vreet in Afrikaans. Additional information

concerning the features in the case of the target language must be given in order to bring

equality between the source language and the target language.

Example 5

 
 
 



(b) One of the equivalents may be marked for register and such a restricted

translation equivalent must be marked by a lexicographic label.

Sepedi

bolela

English

speak, chat (informal)

In example 6, the translation equivalent chat must be marked with the lexicographic label

"informal" since it is not used in formal styles, such as writing.

It is important to note that partial equivalence can also occur in one to more than one

equivalence relationships. The following types are found: divergence and convergence.

Divergence occurs when there is a one to more than one equivalence relationship between

the source and the target language items. Two subtypes can be distinguished, namely

lexical and semantic divergence.

Lexical divergence occurs when there is more than one translation equivalent in the target

language for one source language term. The translation equivalents are synonymous, and

are usually separated by commas in dictionaries (cf. Gouws 1996:17 and 1990:59).

 
 
 



Example 7

impala

atmosphere

section

rooibok, impala (Eng. / Afr.)

Ie/au/au, atmos/ere (Eng. / Sepedi)

karolo, kgaolo (Eng. / Sepedi)

Afrikaans as a target language has rooibok and impala as equivalent words for the English

word impala and Sepedi has Ie/au/au and atmos/ere as translation equivalents for

atmosphere in the source language. Lastly the word section in English can be translated

as karolo or kgaolo in Sepedi.

According to Gouws (1996: 17) semantic divergence comes into play when the members

of the paradigm are not synonyms because the lemma is a polysemous lexical item and

different translation equivalents are needed to represent the different polysemous senses

of the lemma. In such cases, a number of possible markers are used to separate these

translation equivalents. Consider the following examples:

 
 
 



Example 8

(1) Numbering

skerplO sharp [a) She C-.Jtherself with a sharp knife. Sy het haar met In skerp roes gesny. [bJ
A thorn has a sharp point. 'n Doring het 'n skerp punt Ie) "Slow down· there is a sharp
bend in the road" 'Ry stadiger • daar is 'n skrp draai in die pad. II Id) The photograph is so
sharp chatyou can see the hair on the man's amlS"~Die foto is so skerp dat jy die hare op
die man se arms k3n sien. [e) An alarm clock makes a sharp sound when it goes off 'n
Wekker maak 'n skerp geluid wanne:r dit afgaan. If] Alustard has a sharp caste. Mosterd
het 'n skerp smaaIc. [g] Cats have sharp eyes and can see well in the dark. Kane het 5kerp
oe en kan geed in die danker sien. 6 pointed A thorn is a pointed growth on che stem of
some plants. 'n daring is 'n skerp groeisel aan die "stingelvan sommige plante.
D skerp byvoegiike naamwoord laanhutiejskerp) skerper. jkerpste

skerpz shaIply [a) The road runsJrraight and then turns sharply co the righc. Die pad loop
reguit en draa.i dan skerp na regs. [b) "Don't be so rude.'" she said sharply. "Moenie so
onbeskof wees Die!"het sy skerp gese.
o skerp byWoord

In this example, skerp as an adjective may be translated as sharp in seven polysemic

senses (as indicated by the example sentences in skerp I (a) - (g), and as pointed in

another sense (skerp 2)).

The Northern Sotho Terminology and Orthography is the only bilingual dictionary that

provides separate entries for each polysemous sense of a lexical item. Consider the

following example:

 
 
 



Example 9

sheet (cloth)

sheet (of metal)

sheet (paper)

laken

plaat

vel papier

lakane

lesenke

letlakala

Example (9) shows that Northern Sotho Terminology and Orthography uses two

mechanisms for the purpose of equivalent discrimination: bracketed information, separate

entries and translation complements (see 4 below). The lemma sheet, for instance, appears

in three different senses as lemmas and the explanatory information marking those

different senses is given next to each lemma in brackets. For example: the first sheet

refers to lakane and the second and third refer to lesenke and letlakala respectively.

A semi-colon (;) can also be used as a sense marker to separate translation equivalents

belonging to different senses of a lemma.

Example 10

The New English Northern Sotho Dictionary

English Sepedi

barrel faki; molomo wa sethunya

The word barrel, as used in example 10, has two senses, namely a large container and the

long part of a gun. Sepedi has separate translation equivalents for these senses, and these

are separated by a semi-colon.

4. Translation complements

 
 
 



Translation complements refer to the explication of senses (polysemic senses) whereby

explanatory information is given in brackets, after the equivalent it refers to (cf. Carstens

1998: 16).

Afrikaans

duim

English

thumb; inch; cam (mining)

The Afrikaans word duim has three polysemic senses, instantiated by the English

translation equivalents thumb; inch and cam. The translation equivalent cam has mining

as explanatory information given in brackets.

In some cases, the polysemic senses of the source language lemma are spelt out in the

source language. These sense descriptions normally precede the translation equivalent.

Example 12

English

Uncle

Sepedi

(mother's brother) malome;

(father's younger brother) rangwane;

(father's older brother) ramogolo

For a speaker of Sepedi, the word uncle has three separate senses, translated by the words

malome, rangwane and ramogolo. The phrases mother's brother, father's younger

brother' and father 's older brother are explications of these senses.

 
 
 



Convergence occurs where two or more source language lemmas translate as one

translation equivalent in the target language. There are two types of convergence, namely

lexical convergence and semantic convergence. Due to the fact that it is most applicable

in Sepedi, lexical convergence is the only type which will be discussed in this research.

Lexical convergence refers to the occurrence of two absolute synonyms which are entered

as separate lemmas but which have the same translation equivalent.

Afrikaans

taalwetenskap

linguistiek

English

linguistics

linguistics

Sepedi

tagi

alkoholo

English

alcohol

alcohol

Words such as taalwetenskap and linguistiek are entered as separate lemmas in Afrikaans

but they both refer to linguistics as an English translation equivalent. The second

example shows that the words tagi and alkoholo are entered as separate lemmas in Sepedi

but they both refer to alcohol in English.

 
 
 



complete or partial equivalents in the target language. This phenomenon is known as zero

equivalence.

Zero equivalence usually occurs in cases where terms denote culture-specific concepts in

the source language. Due to the fact that language is deeply rooted in the culture of

different language speakers, the lexicon will reflect the particular way of life of its

speakers.

English

Lord chancellor

In this case there is no equivalent in the target language (Sepedi) for the multiword lexical

item Lord chancellor in the source language.

Two types of zero equivalence are distinguished, namely, linguistic gaps and referential

gaps.

Linguistic gaps occur where the concept exists in the minds of both speakers but it is only

lexicalised in one language.

Afrikaans

English

Concept

Young immature dog

Young immature dog

Word
g

puppy

 
 
 



English

Sepedi

Concept

Young immature dog

Young immature dog

Word

puppy

o

Concept

Cattle herder who refuses

to look after the cattle

Cattle herder who refuses

to look after the cattle

Word

maganagodisa

Afrikaans and Sepedi do not have words denoting an "immature dog" (which is puppy in

English). These two languages only have diminutives like hondjie and mpsanyana

respectively. The concept "cattle herder who refuses to look after the cattle" is

imaginable for speakers of English but there is no one-word equivalent for maganagodisa

in English.

A lexical item in the source language does not have a translation equivalent in the target

language because the concept in the source language is not known to the speakers of the

target language (A = source language, B = target language). The emphasis here is on

referential meaning (cf. Tourcy 1987:36).

Concept Word

(Roll with a chocolate stuffed in the middle) pain au chocolat

 
 
 



Example 16(b)

A = Eng. A type of bean used as a substitute

for animal protein in certain foods

Pain au chocolat is a French word and is only known to the speakers of the source

language in A, but not to the speakers of B. This is also the case with the word soya,

which is known to the speakers of the language in A, but not to those ofB (Sepedi).

In case of zero equivalence created by either a lexical or a conceptual gap, the

lexicographer of a bi-or multilingual dictionary has to find a surrogate equivalent.

It refers to the word being taken as the last resort and acting as a counterpart in the target

language (cf. Svensen 1993:153). The headword can be used as an equivalent for the

target language (direct borrowing / transliteration / loan word) but accompanied by some

explanation.

Example 17

Source Language

French

pain au chocolat

Target Language

English

(roll with a chocolate stuffed in the middle)

 
 
 



Example 18

English

soya

Sepedi

(Dinawa tsa go ba Ieproteini ya diphoofolo)

The explanatory information given in English for the French word pain au chocolat is "a

roll with a chocolate stuffed in the middle ", and for soya as "dinawa tsa go ba Ieproteini

ya diphoofolo" in Sepedi.

Example 19

German

arzthelJerin

English

doctor's administrative assistant

Example 20

English

refraction

Sepedi

kobego ya mahlasedi

It is only applied when there is no approximate counterpart and the meaning given is the

form of a definition or encyclopaedic definition, explanation or notes as stated by

Bergenholtz & Tarp (1995: 109). One possibility of doing that is to supply the definition

in the target language (B) for the word in the source language (A).

Example 21

A

Source language

Telekollege

B

Target language

series of lectures on television,

 
 
 



Example 22

capillarity Ke tlhatlogo goba theogo ya meetse

ka gare ga peipi ye e dirwago ke kgogedi

magareng ga meetse Iepeipi.

Definitions are given in the target languages (English / Sepedi) for the source language

words telekollege (Afrikaans) and capillarity (English).

In rounding up the whole discussion, one could say that the principle of equivalence plays

an important role in as far as the theory of bilingual dictionaries is concerned. This theory

firstly focused on absolute or complete equivalence as one of three types of equivalence,

where the word in the source language has complete equivalence in the target language.

Secondly, partial equivalence occurs where there is an incomplete relationship between

the semantic content of the target language item and the source language item. Lastly,

attention was given to zero equivalence, where lexical gaps are filled by giving

explanatory information or paraphrasal information if the speakers of the source language

and the target language do not share the same culture.

In conclusion, bilingual dictionaries are in essence based on the principle of equivalence.

This basic principle will serve as a guide in describing the lexical inadequacies in the

current Sepedi bilingual dictionaries. It will for instance be used where the current Sepedi

bilingual dictionaries do not indicate the relevant relationships between some of the

English words and Sepedi translation equivalents as well as where there is a total absence

of Sepedi translation equivalents for the English words in the existing Sepedi bilingual

dictionaries. The latter will be discussed in detail in chapter 5.

 
 
 



In order to evaluate the quality and comprehensiveness of Sepedi bilingual dictionaries in

terms of their treatment of high function words, an empirical survey was conducted.

Firstly it had to be established which high function words had been entered in these

dictionaries, and which not. Secondly, the treatment of those that had indeed been

entered, was investigated. In order to answer these research questions, the focus was

placed on the 13 words comprising the random sample mentioned in chapter 3, 3.6.8 and

3.6.9.

Upon investigation it was found that only 5 of these 13 words were indeed lemmatised in

Sepedi bilingual dictionaries namely: area, assume(d), assign, expert(s) and policy (see

Table 4.1 below). The other 8 namely: creditor, equilibrium, hierarchy, innovation,

rational, relevance, role and technology were not entered in any of the dictionaries. The

interesting fact was that those which were entered all had overall frequencies of 18 and

above whereas most of those which were not entered had frequencies of 10 and below.

In this chapter the quality of the treatment of the first five lemmas will be investigated in

detail.

Word Total Academic Advertisements Bible Magazines Manuals Prose

literature and And

brochures newspapers

Area 94 11 31 5 15 31 1

Assume 20 10 5 2 3 6

Assign 17 3 1 6

Expert 18 5 4 3 3 3 1

Policy 61 3 27 29 1 1

 
 
 



Firstly, definitions will be given for each of the above-mentioned words from the Oxford

English Dictionary (1998:CD-ROM) and the Concise Oxford Dictionary (l996:CD-

ROM). Secondly, the meaning of the word as used in different contexts will be

considered, and an analysis of the treatment of these words in the Sepedi bilingual

dictionaries will be done. The discussion will be preceded by a comparison table showing

English high function words with the translation equivalents provided in the current

Sepedi bilingual dictionaries.

4.3.1 English high function words and the translation equivalents given in the

existing Sepedi bilingual dictionaries (New English Northern Sotho Dictionary

(NEND), New Sepedi Dictionary (NSD) and Northern Sotho Terminology and

Orthography (NTO».

English words New English New Sepedi Northern Sotho

Northern Sotho Dictionary Terminology and

Dictionary Orthography

1. abnormal sa tlwaelegago Feta tekanyo, sa bjo sa tlwaelegago

tlwaelegago

2. academic ya thuto, ya kgopelo; (n) - Akademiki

morutegi

3. access botseno, kgoro - -

patametSo, tumelelo,

katiso, koketSo

4. acid esiti, sedilana, bodila; - Esiti, sedilana, esiti, sedilana

soil, mobu wa esiti bodila

5. area area, sekgoba, sekgala; - Area, sekgoba, area, (l xb) area,

egion, tikologo, felo sekgala sekgoba, sekgala

area (part) seripa sa

 
 
 



sekgobal sekgalal area

area (region) tikologo,

felo

6. assign bea, beela, supa, abela; - - -

ation, kabelo; -ment,

kabelo, thoto, tiro

7. assume tsea, gopola, itlhoma,

ikgantsha, ikgogomosa,

hloma; assumption,

kamogelo, kgopolo,

t1homo; boikgogomoso

8. atmosphere atemosfere, lefaufau Lefaufau, moya, Lefaufau, atemosfere,

atemosfere sebakeng

9. alcohol alkoholo, tagi, Alkoholo, tagi Alkoholo, tagi

twatwatwa, senotagi,

bjalwa

10. chapter kgaolo Kgaolo Kgaolo

11. creditor - - -

12. expert sediri, setswiriri, setsibi, Setsibi Setsibi

senatla

13. environment tikologo - Tikologo

14. equilibrium - - -

15. hierarchy - - -

16. innovation - - -

17. parliament kgotlakgolo, palamente Palamente Palamente

18. policy maikemisetSo, kwano ya Molawana, Policy (insurance)
. .

maikemisetSo, kwanomsuransl

morero (ya insoransi) pholisi

policy (principle of

 
 
 



procedure)

maikemisetSo

19. rational - - -

20. region selete, setereke, tikologo Selete, tikologo selete, tikologo

ya selete

21. relevance - - -

22. role - - -

23. section karolo, kgaolo Karolo Karolo

24. technology - - -

Table 4.2 gives a first impression of the treatment (or lack of treatment) of these English

words. In order to properly evaluate the success of such treatment, each word will be

evaluated against the background of definitions given in the Oxford English Dictionary

(1988:CD-ROM) and the Concise Oxford Dictionary (1996:CD-ROM).

1 the extent or measure of a surface (over a large area; 3 acres in area; the area of a

triangle ).

2 a region or tract (the southern area).

area. PI. areas, rarely area~.

1. A vacant piece of ground, a level space not built over or otherwise occupied; a clear or

open space within a building, such as the unseated part of a church, the arena of an

amphitheatre, etc.

 
 
 



manager of pollsmoor prison in the

2 the burnt area even a superficial area can cause very severe shock

3 lies north western namibia vast area showers each enjoy shady verandahs

4 appliances service branch in our area technical specifications dimensions

5 press the esc key or click the area with the mouse when you have

The word area, which appears in the concordance in example 23, line 2, refers to a

measurable area (e.g. burnt area). The meaning is similar to the meaning given by the

Concise Oxford Dictionary and the Oxford English Dictionary. Line 3, in example 23

refers to a geographical area (e.g. region). In sense 2, the Concise Oxford Dictionary and

the Oxford English Dictionary give the same meaning of area as it appears in line 3 of

example 23.

The first translation equivalent for the English word area given by the NEND, NSD and

NTO is area, which is a mere borrowing (see Table 4.2). From the survey done, the

majority of the language speakers spoken to, prefer not to use a borrowed word if Sepedi

has its own equivalent. Moreover, the loan word area in Sepedi does not cover all the

senses of the English word area.

The NEND (as in Table 4.2) has three translation equivalents, namely area, sekgoba and

sekgala. The translation equivalents, namely sekgoba and sekgala refer to a measurable

area whereas the next sense (as in Table 4.2) refers to a geographical area (tikologo and

felo). The translation equivalents sekgoba and sekgala mean one and the same thing in

75

 
 
 



example 23 line 2, while line 3 refers to region (tikologo, felo). Consider the following

example as a suggestion for adequate treatment of the word area:

Example 24

English Sepedi

(-size), sekgoba, sekgala,'

(-region), tikologo, felo

By explicating the sense in brackets, the lexicographer shows that the English word area

is polysemous and for each sense there are different translation equivalents in Sepedi. A

semi-colon separates the two equivalent paradigms.

The NSD has three translation equivalents for the lemma area, namely area, sekgoba and

sekgala. From the survey I have conducted, most of the language speakers don't accept

the use of borrowed words like area where Sepedi has its own translation equivalents.

The remaining two translation equivalents, namely sekgoba and sekgala may also confuse

the user in the sense that it would seem that the word area only refers to sekgala and

sekgoba in Sepedi. This is, however, the case because it can also refer to tikologo or

lefelo. In addition to that, if the user is more knowledgeable about the meaning of the

English word area, then he may simply conclude that both translation equivalents refer to

a measurable and geographical area, which is not the case. The only suitable translation

equivalents are those given in example 24, namely sekgoba, sekgala (size); tikologo, felo

(region).

area (lxb) sekgoba, sekgala.

area (part) seripa sa sekgoba/sekgala/area.

area (region).

 
 
 



The NTO treats the translation equivalents for the word "area" in an acceptable way

except for the fact that it uses a borrowed word "area" as its first entry word which is not

acceptable, as already stated before. Unfortunately NTO is not freely available and is not

as widely consulted as general commercially available dictionaries.

assume V.tr.

1 (usu. foIl. by that + clause) take or accept as being true, without proof, for the purpose

of argument or action.

2 undertake (an office or duty).

assume, v.

L To take unto (oneself), receive, accept, adopt.

2. To take into the body (food, nourishment, etc.). So in L.; cf. assumption 4. Obs.

I. To take upon oneself, put on, undertake.

3. trans. To take for granted as the basis of argument or action; to suppose a. that a thing

is, a thing to be.

Examples of contexts in which the word assume occurs, are as follows:

Example 25

a senior financial professional who

department of commerce will sure

assume responsibility for the successful

assume responsibility for the selection

 
 
 



authorised personal computer dealer

motionless priest was done so as to

one simple falsehood that you did

the knowledge was natural that they

assume the entire cost of all necessary

assume exactly the simple falsehood

assume it was done to make you take

assume the leadership boxer and clover

The word assume, as it appears in the concordance in example 25, lines 3 and 4,

respectively denotes the acceptance of the computer cost for repairs. Line 3 of example

25 demonstrates the same meaning as given by the Concise Oxford Dictionary and the

Oxford English Dictionary (i.e. to accept), and line 4 of the same example also has a

similar meaning as given in the definitions of the Concise Oxford Dictionary and the

Oxford English Dictionary.

The word assume has not been entered in the NSD and the NTO. The NEND is the only

source which has entered it as a headword. The following translation equivalents are

given (see also Table 4.2): tsea, gopola, itlhoma, ikgantsha, ikgogomosa, hloma;

assumption, kamogelo, kgopolo, tlhomo; boikgokomoso. The first two translation

equivalents, namely, tsea and gopola in the target language (Sepedi) as in Table 4.2,

would be suitable for conveying the meaning of assume in line 3 of example 25.

Translation equivalents like itlhoma, ikgantsha, ikgogomosa and hloma however,

variously refer to reflex (settle etc.), to have pride (ikgantsha and ikgogomosa) and to

Imagme. These four translation equivalents for the NEND are completely unsuitable.

There is no cross-reference from words such as reflex back to the lemma assume.

Consequently, the user will become confused or misguided. Consider the following

suggested treatment:

Example 26

English Sepedi

tsea, gopola;- assumption, kgopolo

 
 
 



The first two translation equivalents, separated by a comma, refer to the source language

lemma assume, and are followed by the translation equivalent kgopolo which is a noun.

The semi-colon, as used in example 26, serves as a marker to separate the verb and the

noun of the word assume in the source language. That means the first two translation

equivalents function as verbs and the last one as a noun. All these equivalents refer to the

idea of accepting something to be true without any proof. This is also concurred by

definitions as given by the Concise Oxford Dictionary and the Oxford English

Dictionary. This illustration shows that the translation equivalents given for the noun

assumption, namely kamogelo, and tlhomo and boikgogomoso as in Table 4.2, have no

semantic relationship with the word assume. There are two synonymous translation

equivalents (in the target language) for one source language term (tsea and gopola) and

this will result in lexical divergence. It was argued in this chapter, section 4.2.2.1, that

lexical divergence occurs when there is more than one translation equivalent in the target

language for one source language term.

The Concise Oxford Dictionary (1996:CD-ROM) gives the following explanation for

assign:

assign v. & n.

1 (usu. foIl. by to). a allot as a share or responsibility. b appoint to a position, task, etc.

2 (foIl. by to) transfer formally (esp. personal property) to (another).

n. a person to whom property or rights are legally transferred.

On the same note, the Oxford English Dictionary (1998:CD-ROM) has the following:

assign, 11. 2 Also 5-7 assigne.

t 1. One who is appointed to act for another, a deputy, agent, or representative; = assignee

1.0bs.

 
 
 



2. One to whom a property or right is legally transferred; = assignee 2. Esp. in the phrase

heirs and assigns: see quot. 1865.

According to the concordance, the word assign demonstrates the following contextual

behaviour:

2 not know and will punish him and cut assign his lot with the unfaithful servant

3 long including blank spaces if you assign a password leave this field blank

move to the attribute you want to assign and select it by pressing the spacebar

5 Some application programs assign filename extensions automatically

6 keyboard for your computer you assign the monetary symbol decimal

7 any attempt otherwise to see assign or transfer any of the rights duties

Assign in line 1 and 5 of example 27 means to give, as also defined by the Concise Oxford

Dictionary, namely allot as a share or responsibility in 1(a), while in line 6 it means to

put. This definition refers to the same concept as described by the Concise Oxford

Dictionary and the Oxford English Dictionary in l(b) (i.e. appointed to a position) and

lea) (i.e. one who has been appointed to work for another).

The NSD and NTO do not include the lemma assign. The translation equivalents

appearing as verbs and nouns in the NEND are marked by a semi-colon.

The first four translation equivalents, namely bea, beela, supa, abela are verbs (as in

Table 4.2). The first translation equivalent, namely bea, means to put (as used in example

27, line 6 of the concordance), the second translation equivalent beela means to assign.

The third and fourth translation equivalents supa and abela also means to assign. In

 
 
 



order to make this type of dictionary more user-friendly, one can prioritise the translation

equivalents starting with the most frequently used words. Consider the following

suggested treatment of the word assign:

Example 28

English

assign

Sepedi

(go)fa, supa, abela, bea, beela;

-ment, modiro, mosomo

The first five translation equivalents, used as verbs, are user-friendly because they are

entered in the order of frequency of use and they all refer to the word assign as a source

language item. That means the source language word assign has more than one

translation equivalent in the target language, and a semi-colon has been used to separate

semantically divergent paradigms.

A translation equivalent kabelo has been selected by the NEND to represent the English

nouns assignation and assignment. The word kabelo is derived from the verb abela in

Sepedi. The word kabelo can also refer to noun distribution in English. The other

translation equivalents for the word assignment in Sepedi are modiro or mosomo.

The translation equivalent kabelo for the noun assignation in Table 4.2 can therefore also

refer to both the nouns assignment and distribution. Some of the dictionaries refer the

word assignation to a meeting, especially a secret, one e.g. with a lover (cf. Hornby

1995:61).

Concerning the word assignment, it could be claimed that the given equivalent thoto and

is totally inappropriate (compare Table 4.2). The word thoto refers to property and not to

assignment and the word tiro is used by both Setswana and Sepedi speakers. The

translation equivalents which are frequently used for the word assignment in Sepedi

 
 
 



(target language) are mosomo or modiro. These translation equivalents are absolute

synonyms. Therefore they can be entered as separate lemmas even if they do have the

same translation equivalents. In other words, it is a case of lexical convergence. For

example:

Example 29

Sepedi

mosomo

modiro

English

assignment

assignment

The translation equivalents mosomo and modiro are absolute equivalents of the word

assignment as in example 29. All omissions and additions in example 29 were made in

order to revise the existing dictionaries for standardisation purposes, and to give a data

driven account of Sepedi as well as its ability to act as a high function language.

The Concise Oxford Dictionary (l996:CD-ROM) and the Oxford English Dictionary

(l998:CD-ROM) provide the following definitions for this concept respectively:

expert adj. & n.

adj.

1 (often foIl. by at, in) having special skill at a task or knowledge in a subject.

2 (attrib.) involving or resulting from this (expert evidence; an expert piece of work).

n. (often foIl. by at, in) a person having special knowledge or skill.

expert, n.

1. One who is an expert or has gained skill from experience. Const. at, in, with.

 
 
 



2. One whose special knowledge or skill causes him to be regarded as an authority; a

specialist.

I position requires a well experienced expert with years experience in

2 profession at the h s r c makes him an expert when it comes to identifying

3 we would like you as a known try out this cooker for us in a

4 do what I ask you and I'm not the expert in murder what do you want having

The word expert refers to logistical expertise as in line I, meaning having an advanced

knowledge of logistical problems, and line 2 refers to a person having a high knowledge

as far as the identification of students is concerned. Both lines refer to a person having a

special skill for a particular area of knowledge. In addition, the Concise Oxford

Dictionary and the Oxford English Dictionary also define an expert as someone who is

knowledgeable or has gained a special skill for a particular subject.

The NEND, NSD and NTO offer the word setsibi as a translation equivalent for the word

expert in the source language (see Table 4.2). The translation equivalent setsibi has the

same meaning as the translation equivalent expert as illustrated in example 30. Consider

the following examples:

Example 31 (as in the NEND)

English Sepedi

expert sediri, setswiriri, setsibi, senatla

 
 
 



The translation equivalent paradigm for the lemma expert as in example 31 contains three

words which are not appropriate Sepedi translation equivalents for the word expert. The

word sediri refers to a subject (i.e. a person or a thing which performs the action of a verb

(cf. Procte et. ai. 1995:451), not an expert, while setswiriri (a Sesotho translation

equivalent for the lemma expert) and senatla refer to a strong man, not an expert. The

word could only be used as an idiomatic expression to refer to an expert person. The

following example is a more adequate reflection of the linguistic facts of current-day

Sepedi :

Example 32

English

expert

Sepedi

setsibi, sekgoni, matwetwe

The implication of separating the translation equivalents by means of commas is that the

lemma expert has more than one synonymous translation equivalent in the target language

(Sepedi), namely setsibi, sekgoni and matwetwe. This type of translation equivalent

instantiates lexical divergence as defined in section 4.2.2.1 (a) of this chapter. The three

synonymous translation equivalents, namely, setsibi, sekgoni and matwetwe have been put

in order of frequency of use and they all refer to an expert as is the case in example 32.

The Concise Oxford Dictionary (l996:CD-ROM) defines the lexical item/word 'policy'

as follows:

pOlicyl n. (pI. -ies)

1 a course or principle of action adopted or proposed by a government, party, business, or

individual etc.

2 prudent conduct; sagacity.

 
 
 



policy2 n. (pI. -ies)

1 a contract of insurance.

2 a document containing this.

l.a. An organized and established system or form of government or administration (of a

state or city); a constitution, policy. Now rare or Obs.

b. An organized state, a commonwealth. Obs.

2.a. Government, administration, the conduct of public affairs; political science.

3. A course of action adopted and pursued by a government, party, ruler, statesman,

etc.; any course of action adopted as advantageous or expedient. (The chief living sense.)

of the university not to award supplementary

2 formulating provincial policy within the national policy framework in

3 life policy to another insurance policy such as an endowment or whole life policy

4 such endowment of whole life policy without filling in a medical examination

The word policy in lines I and 2 of the concordance above refers to a particular rule for a

particular university as far as an examination is concerned, and to the formulation of

provincial rules respectively. Line 3 and 4 refer to a policy contract which has also been

cited by the Concise Oxford Dictionary in one of its definitions of the word policy (see

policy 2 n. (pl.-ies).

 
 
 



The NEND provides maikemisetso, kwano ya insuransi as translation equivalents for the

word policy. These two translation equivalents are separated by a comma as if they are

semantically similar to each other. This is not the case, because the translation equivalent

maikemisetso in the target language (Sepedi) refers to a rule or principle and kwano ya

insuransi refers to a policy contract. It will mean that the lemma "policy" has two

different senses, namely a rule or principle and a policy contract.

The NSD has molawana, maikemisetso, morero as translation equivalents for the word

policy. These three translation equivalents in the target language (Sepedi) are separated

by commas, which implies that they are synonymous. This, however, is not the case

because the word morero refers to a theme, not a policy, whereas molawana can be used

as a translation complement for the word maikemisetso in the Sepedi bilingual dictionary.

The explanation as given is to show a distinction between a principle or rule and an

insurance policy.

The NTO presents two senses for policy. These different senses have not been numbered.

Very few translation dictionaries use numbering, although it could be a very helpful

sense-discriminating device (see section 4.2.2.1 (b) 1 of this Chapter, which states that

numbering can also be used to mark the number of different lemmas). The first

translation equivalent kwano refers to an insurance contract as in example 23, lines 3 and

4, whereas the second translation equivalent maikemisetso refers to the principle or

procedure as in example 23, line 1 and 2. The NTO has treated the translation equivalents

for the word policy fairly well.

In order for Sepedi bilingual dictionaries to treat a lemma such as policy in a user-friendly

way, the following suggested example can be taken into consideration:

Example 34

English

 
 
 



(principle) maikemisetso;

(insurance) pholisi

The translation equivalent maikemisetso (principle) has the same meaning as in example

34, lines 1 and 2. The lemma policy has two different senses as marked by a semi-colon

(;) and brackets ( ) (see section 4.2.2.1 (b) example 8 (2) and (3». The second translation

equivalent in the target language (Sepedi) is pholisi which refers to insurance as in

example 34, lines 3 and 4. As of now, the translation equivalent word pholisi in the target

language is frequently used by language (Sepedi) speakers when they refer to a policy

contract. This is a borrowed word but it is frequently used by the majority of the

language speakers to distinguish the insurance policy contract from the concepts,

principles or rules.

In this chapter, the concordance lines drawn from the English corpus were used to

measure the adequacy of the treatment of English high function words in the existing

Sepedi bilingual dictionaries, namely the New English Northern Sotho Dictionary, New

Sepedi Dictionary and the Northern Sotho Terminology and Orthography.

In the first instance, definitions were given from the Concise Oxford Dictionary and the

Oxford English Dictionary. The next step was to correlate definitions with meanings of

the English high function words as appearing in different verbal contexts. This was done

in order to get real meanings of each English word. Thereafter, the treatment of English

high function words in existing Sepedi bilingual dictionaries was evaluated.

It was observed that some of the English high function words were treated adequately,

and others were treated inadequately; the reason being that, in some cases, borrowed

words were given preference above indigenous translation equivalents. The native

 
 
 



speakers prefer to use indigenous translation equivalents where applicable, and borrowed

words where there is a semantic or a lexical need.

In some cases, the translation equivalents provided were not semantically and

pragmatically equal to the English high function words, but to a concept other than that

which the term in the source language refers to. Moreover, some translation equivalents

are not used by Sepedi speakers but by other Sotho language groups. Lastly, there were

cases where inappropriate Sepedi translation equivalents were used, and in some instances

idiomatic expressions were given instead of one-word translation equivalents.

The above discussion of the treatment of high function words in the Sepedi dictionaries

paves the way for a detailed discussion of the non-treatment of certain English high

function words in the Sepedi Bilingual dictionaries. Chapter 5 deals with this issue.

 
 
 



LEXICAL GAPS IN SEPEDI CONCERNING HIGH FUNCTION

CONCEPTS

This chapter deals with words from the English data base which have not been entered in

any of the existing Sepedi bilingual dictionaries. One of the aims is to establish whether

the dictionaries truly reflect the language situation in the Sepedi-speaking community, or

whether the lexical gaps are merely a symptom of inadequate dictionaries. However, the

primary objective is to obtain lexical data directly from mother-tongue speakers, so as to

make responsible recommendations with regard to improving the quality of current

Sepedi bi- and multilingual dictionaries.

A small-scale survey was conducted in order to establish whether suitable translation

equivalents could be found or coined for those English high function words with no

translation equivalents in the existing Sepedi bilingual dictionaries. A questionnaire was

distributed among a number of mother-tongue speakers. The respondents were required to

suggest translation equivalents for those English high function words which have not been

entered in existing Sepedi bilingual dictionaries (see Table 4.2 in Chapter 4).

The questionnaire is divided into two parts. Part one requires the personal details of the

respondents, namely name, age and occupation. Part two requires suggestions regarding

possible translation equivalents for a selection of English high function words, some of

which have been entered as headwords in bilingual Sepedi dictionaries, and some which

have not. The questionnaire is open-ended in the sense that comments by the respondents

are invited (see appendix 8).

 
 
 



The responses could assist the researcher in various ways:

• It could serve as a confirmation of existing practice in dictionaries;

• It could prove the current lexicographic treatment to be wrong or misguided;

• It could provide valuable information on the use of lexical items in the community,

of which standardizing organisations have not taken cognizance.

The outcomes of the survey could play an important role in corpus planning, and the

concrete results (new, revised dictionaries) could serve as educational tools to familiarize

speakers of the language with words that denote important concepts of higher domains of

public life. An example is the word creditor:

creditor (n)

a person, company to whom money is owed

e.g. His creditors are demanding to be paid

It was found that only eight high function words in the corpus (see Table 4.2 in Chapter

4) did not have translation equivalents in Sepedi bilingual dictionaries (the New English

Northern Sotho Dictionary, the New Sepedi Dictionary and the Northern Sotho

Terminology and Orthography) namely, creditor, equilibrium, hierarchy, innovation,

rational, relevance, role and technology (as in Table 4.2, chapter 4, section 4.3.1).

 
 
 



NEND NSD NTO

Creditor -- -

Equilibrium - - -

Hierarchy - - -

Innovation -- -

Rational -- -

Relevance - - -

Role -- -

Technology - - -

Most of the 8 had an overall frequency of 10 and fewer in the English high function

Corpus:

Word Total Academic Advertisements Bible Magazines Manuals Prose

Number literature and and

brochure Newspapers

Creditor 9 9

Equilibruim 18 18
Hierarchy 5 3 I 1
Innovation 4 2 I 1
Rational 4 3 I

Relevance 4 3 I

Role 104 75 8 20 I

Technology 35 21 5 7 2

Only five of the above mentioned words will be evaluated in this study, namely

equilibrium, creditor, hierarchy, innovation and relevance. Firstly the meaning of the

word will be given as defined by the Concise Oxford Dictionary and the Oxford English

Dictionary, and secondly, the meaning of the word as instantiated by the occurrences in

the concordance will be analysed. Thirdly, the translation equivalents suggested by the

 
 
 



target language speakers (Sepedi) will be considered (see a questionnaire as appearing in

appendix 8 for each translation equivalent as suggested by respondents).

creditor n.

1 a person to whom a debt is owing.

2 a person or company that gives credit for money or goods (cf. debtor).

creditor

1. One who gives credit for money or goods; one to whom a debt is owing; correlative to

debtor.

2. Book-keeping. Creditor (or Cr.) being written at the top of the right-hand or credit side

of an account (originally in personal accounts, in apposition with the name of the person

whose account it is), is hence applied to that side of any account, or to what is entered

there.

contract lie breach by debtor on the

2 debtor should offered to perform and the

3 of more debtors has effect on the

is of the essence of the contract and the

creditor discuss the consequences of

creditor conserve the object of the

creditor obtained the study objectives

 
 
 



According to Example 1 the word creditor appears 4 times in the concordance. All of its

occurrences, as already defined by the Concise Oxford Dictionary and the Oxford English

Dictionary, refer to a person or a company to whom money is owed. The word creditor

belongs to the speech register of economists.

The translation equivalent suggested by 80 percent of respondents was mokolotwa. 10

percent of the respondents suggested mokolotisi while the remaining 10 percent suggested

the words moadimi and mokoloti (see appendix 8). The most suitable translation

equivalents for the word creditor as used in example 1, will therefore be mokolotwa and

mokolotisi. The following treatment is suggested:

English

creditor

Sepedi

mokolotwa, mokolotisi

According to example 2, Sepedi has more than two translation equivalents for creditor,

namely mokolotwa and mokolotisi for one source language term. These translation

equivalents are synonymous, and like other instances of lexical divergence, they are

separated by a comma (cf. chapter 4, section 4.2.2.1 (a)). One way of introducing these

translation equivalents in the Sepedi-speaking communities is through the compilation of

new Sepedi bilingual dictionaries. By means of acquisition planning, mother-tongue

speakers can be convinced to start using the new words.

The translation equivalents as suggested by the remaining ten percent of the respondents

could refer to debtor (i.e. moadimi and mokoloti, meaning people who owe money).

Since moadimi and mokoloti can be used to refer to debtors, it is better not to use them as

translation equivalents for creditor, since the language already has two equivalents for

creditor, namely mokolotwa and mokolotisi. It is suggested that moadimi and mokoloti be

entered as translation equivalents for debtor.

 
 
 



equilibrium n. (pi. equilibria or equilibriums)

1 a state of physical balance.

2 a state of mental or emotional equanimity.

3 a state in which the energy in a system is evenly distributed and forces, influences, etc.,

balance each other.

equilibrium Also 7-9 equilibrium.

1. a. In physical sense: The condition of equal balance between opposing forces; that state

of a material system in which the forces acting upon the system, or those of them which

are taken into consideration, are so arranged that their resultant at every point is zero.

A body is said to be in stable equilibrium, when it returns to its original position after

being disturbed; in unstable when it continues to move in the direction given to it by the

disturbing force; in neutral, when it remains stationary in its new position.

b. equilibrium of temperature: see quot.

2. a. The state of equal balance between powers of any kind; equality of importance or

effect among the various parts of any complex unity.

c. Well-balanced condition of mind or feeling.

 
 
 



2 short run equilibrium determine equilibrium and quantity show

3 demand curve for a rational consumer equilibrium in the utility approach the price

4 demand and supply of motorcars has an equilibrium price and equilibrium quantity

5 equilibrium price will increase while equilibrium quantity in the market for cars

The word equilibrium, as used in the above example, refers to a state of balance in all of

its different contextual appearances in Example 3. This definition goes along with the

one given by the Concise Oxford Dictionary and the Oxford English Dictionary. For

example, line 2 refers to a state of balance in price and quantity, and line four refers to a

balance of price and quantity being affected by a supply and demand of motor cars.

The translation equivalents suggested by the majority of the respondents (40 percent)

were tekatekano or tekatekanelo, followed by 33 percent for tekatekanyo, 20 percent for

boemotekanelo and tekatekanelo (maemo) and 6,6 percent for ekhwilibriamo.

The word ekhwilibriamo, as suggested by some respondents, would not be accepted by

the majority of Sepedi speakers due to the fact that Sepedi has its own suitable translation

equivalents, which are not partially borrowed, namely tekatekano or tekatekanelo and

tekatekanyo, as suggested by the majority of respondents. These three translation

equivalents all refer to the state of balance as in example 3, lines 1 to 4. The following

treatment is suggested:

Example 4

English

equilibrium

Sepedi

tekatekano, tekatekanelo, tekatekanyo

 
 
 



The word equilibrium in the source language therefore has more than one translation

equivalent in the target language, namely tekatekano, tekatekanelo and tekatekanyo, (see

section 4.2.2.1 of chapter 4), which implies a relationship of lexical divergence. It is not

necessary to add boemo in brackets for the word tekatekanelo as suggested by some

respondents because the words tekatekano, tekatekanelo and tekatekanyo are all suitable

translations for equilibrium. Explanatory information in brackets is only necessary where

there is a possibility that the meaning of the word may not be clear to the reader or user or

where there is a need for meaning discrimination. The translation equivalent

boemotekanelo is a compound word of boemo, which refers to position, and tekanelo,

which refers to the state of balance (equilibrium).

hierarchy n. (pI. -ies)

1. A system in which grades or classes of status or authority are ranked one above the

other (bottom of a hierarchy). b a hierarchical system (of government, management, etc.).

c (foll. by of) a range in order of importance (hierarchy of values).

2. A priestly government. b a priesthood organized in grades (cf. Concise Oxford

Dictionary 1996:CD-ROM)

According to the Oxford English Dictionary (1998:CD-ROM) the word hierarchy has the

following meanings:

hierarchy

1. Rule or dominion in holy things; priestly rule or government; a system of ecclesiastical

rule.

2. The collective body of ecclesiastical rulers; an organized body of priests or clergy in

successive orders or grades.

 
 
 



3. A body of persons or things ranked in grades, orders, or classes, one above another;

spec. in Natural Science and Logic, a system or series of terms of successive rank (as

classes, orders, genera, species, etc.), used in classification.

2 drawn from facts according to hierarchy of needs the highest level

3 advantages and disadvantages and use of hierarchy of data and illustrate it with the

4 public affairs executive and chief in hierarchy had produced documentaries

5 ofthe authority and the whole hierarchy want to see one of the men

The meaning of the word hierarchy, as instantiated by Example 5, line 1 in the

concordance form, coincides with definition 1 of the Concise Oxford Dictionary as well

as with sense 1 of the Oxford English Dictionary, namely to the levels of authority. The

appearance of the same word in line 3 refers to the various levels or ranks of importance,

which is also the case as defined by the Concise Oxford Dictionary in sense 1 (b) and (c)

as well as sense 3 of the Oxford English Dictionary. The word hierarchy in all the

examples in 5, refers to rank or position; i.e. various levels or ranks of importance.

The translation equivalents suggested by the respondents for the word hierarchy are as

follows: tlhatlamano or tatelano (60 percent), tlhatlamano (bogolo I maemo) or

tatelano (bogolo I maemo) (30 percent) and hieraki (10 percent). It is not necessary to

give explanatory information in brackets (such as bogolo/maemo) for the translation

equivalent tlhatlamano because the word itself is an absolute translation equivalent for

hierarchy in the source language. Explanatory information given in brackets is only

 
 
 



necessary for cases where there is a possibility that the meaning of the word may not be

clear to the reader or user or where there is a need for sense discrimination.

The only explanatory information that needs to be given, is for tatelano (bogolo/maemo).

Tatelano is not an absolute equivalent of hierarchy. It has two prominent senses, namely

"chronological occurrences" (i.e. one after the other) and "hierarchy". This implies that

there is semantic divergence which comes into play where the members of the paradigm

are not synonymous, because the lemma is a polysemous lexical item and different

translation equivalents are needed (see Chapter 4, section 4.2.2.1 (b)). Thus if tatelano is

given as a translation equivalent for the English word hierarchy, its relevant sense must

be marked. Lastly, hieraki as suggested by ten percent of the respondents cannot be

included in the translation equivalent paradigm since transliterations should only be used

in cases where suitable Sepedi equivalents do not exist, or where the transliteration has a

semantic value which differs from that of the indigenous equivalent.

1 bring in new methods, ideas, etc.

2 (often foIl. by in) make changes.

On the same subject, the Oxford English Dictionary (l998:CD-ROM) provides the

following explanations:

innovation

The action of innovating; the introduction of novelties; the alteration of what IS

established by the introduction of new elements or forms.

 
 
 



A change made in the nature or fashion of anything; something newly introduced; a

novel practice, method, etc.

3. The action of introducing a new product into the market; a product newly brought on

to the market.

that influenced what ever changes

2 theatres closed down although many innovations were introduced in the theatres

3 that take advantage of the logical innovations for example, could be a direct

4 stock breeder in the farm was full of innovations and improvements about field

The word innovations, which appears in the concordance form in example 6, line I, refers

to the introduction of new plays and new versions in English literature. All the usages of

the word in the concordance refer to the introduction of new things, ideas or techniques.

Both the Concise Oxford Dictionary and the Oxford English Dictionary reflect the

meaning of innovation as it appears in the different contextual occurrences in Example 6.

The translation equivalents suggested by the majority of respondents were tlholo 50

percent, followed by 43,3 percent, for boinaganelo, boithomedi and boithomelo. The

following lexicographical treatment is suggested:

Example 7

English

innovation

Sepedi

tlholo, boinaganelo, boithomedi, boithomelo

The target language (Sepedi) in the above example demonstrates lexical divergence as

described in Chapter 4, section 4.2.2.1 (a). Some of the informants (6,6 percent)

suggested mokgwa wo moswa (a new method) as a translation equivalent for innovation.

99

 
 
 



Since up to four single word equivalents, namely tlholo, boinaganelo, boithomedi and

boithomelo in example 7 are suitable translations, it is not necessary to give a multiword

phrase such as mokgwa wo moswa as well. It has already been stated earlier in this study

that surrogate equivalents should only be considered for cases where no suitable single

word equivalents are available (see Chapter 4).

The Concise Oxford Dictionary (1996:CD-ROM) and the Oxford Engish Dictionary

(1998: CD-ROM) provide the following explanations respectively:

1.

relevant adj. (often foIl. by to)

bearing on or having reference to the matter in hand.

relevance n.

'relevance.

Relevancy; spec. in recent use, pertinency to important current issues (as education to

one's later career, etc.); social or vocational relevancy.

1 texts recognized as classics lessens relevance to issues of todays justice system

2 literature have been chosen for their relevance to students lives and careers

3 images of the night candle for what relevance might this have in the past era

 
 
 



The word relevance, which appears in the concordance lines in example 11, line 2,

emphasises the significance of reading. In the Oxford English Dictionary, the word

important is not given as a synonym but forms an important part of the descriptive

definition of the word relevance. Line 3 of the concordance of the word relevance and the

Concise Oxford Dictionary emphasise the suitable date or period for a particular thing.

90 percent of the respondents suggested nepiso as the primary translation equivalent for

relevance, 53 percent suggest tebanyo as one of the possible translation equivalents, and

46,6 percent suggested also tebano as a possible translation equivalent for the same word.

In the opinion of the researcher all the above Sepedi words are suitable translation

equivalents for the word relevance,' i.e. meaning anything being connected with what is

happening or discussed. The following treatment is suggested:

Example 12

English

relevance

Sepedi

nepiso, tebano, tebanyo

The translation equivalents, nepiso, tebano and tebanyo as suggested by the respondents,

are synonymous, and therefore separated by commas as motivated in chapter 4, section

4.2.2.1.(a).

This chapter has demonstrated the importance of combining different scientifically

motivated methods of data collection and analysis. Where lexical gaps exist in a language

it is not sufficient to rely only on the intuition of the lexicographer. It is of the utmost

importance to involve mother tongue speakers of the particular language when

considering the treatment of a source language item with no apparent translation

equivalent. Field work and user surveys do not only serve the purpose of verifying or

 
 
 



refuting the intuitions of the lexicographer on the basis of frequency, but provides

invaluable insight into the preferences of users. Affective responses are of sociolinguistic

importance, and cannot be ignored. By comparing the results of this kind of empirical

research with evidence from systematically organised sources such as concordances and

dictionaries of languages with well established, data-driven dictionaries, the researcher

ensures that the end product (a revised dictionary) will not only be a reliable reflection of

actual usage, but will also be a socially and educationally relevant and useful tool.

 
 
 



The democratic elections in 1994 gave birth to a new constitution in South Africa.

Amongst these changes in the constitution, is the official recognition of the indigenous

languages of South Africa, namely Sepedi, Sesotho, Setswana, siSwati, Tshivenda,

Xitsonga, isiNdebele, isiXhosa, and isiZulu. It was clearly stated in the discussion of the

language principles and stipulations in chapter 2 that every official language should be

protected and promoted. Sepedi as one of the eleven official languages benefits from this

new dispensation.

The promotion of Sepedi can only succeed if it is preceded by proper language planning.

This has to be done in line with the constitutional principles which are relevant to

language policy and language stipulations as they appear in the new South African

Constitution of 1996. It would mean that language problems need to be identified first

and followed by possible solutions as discussed in chapter 2 of this study.

In this study, the primary research question was to investigate whether Sepedi is capable

of functioning comfortably as a medium of communication in all higher domains of life

such as government communication, health communication, medium of instruction in

schools and at tertiary levels, commerce, law, science and technology, etc.

To achieve this, the logical step was to build a Sepedi corpus consisting of different types

of data that represent communication in higher domains. This was, however, not possible

due to the fact that the literature which is available for high function categories in Sepedi

comprises mainly of poetry, prose and religion. The remaining categories, such as those

mentioned in the paragraph above, are not well represented in Sepedi.

 
 
 



An alternative option was to compile a corpus of high function English words as a

measuring instrument. In order to do that, one had to be acquainted with the principles

and practice of corpus-building. Three internationally renowned corpora of English,

namely the Cobuild Corpus, the Lancaster Oslo Bergen (LOB) Corpus, as well as the

Longman-Lancaster English Language Corpus were studied. The main emphasis for

these corpora was on text categorisation, frequency counting and the use of concordances.

The main aim of these international corpora was to study the grammar and stylistics in

texts, including automatic language analysis and to compile English dictionaries. The

English corpus in this study differs in terms of its aim and purpose from international

corpora in the sense that it comprised of categories of words used in higher social

functions in South Africa. The collection of the data went through a similar procedure of

scanning texts, counting word frequency and organising words in a concordance format.

Words reflecting a high frequency count and also words with a low count were of interest

to the researcher. A random selection of this type of words was made to form the basis of

this study. The whole discussion about these two categories of words was based on

overall frequency counts and spreading. The main purpose of selecting these two

categories was to determine whether Sepedi as an official language is capable of

expressing these types of concepts or not.

In order to evaluate the treatment of high function words in bilingual Sepedi-English

dictionaries, the theory of bilingual lexicography was invoked.

A pivotal aspect of this theory is equivalence, and different types of equivalence were

considered in order to analyse the treatment of English high function words in the Sepedi

bilingual dictionaries.

 
 
 



What does this imply for the central issue, namely the ability of Sepedi to express high

function concepts?

It is not the occurrence of these equivalence relationships that is important for this study,

but the information these dictionaries supply on the lexical capacity of Sepedi.

A detailed analysis was made of the treatment of five high function words in Sepedi-

English dictionaries. This was done to gain an impression of the quality of bilingual

lexicography in dictionaries for the African languages, and to assess the lexical capacity

of Sepedi to account for the range of meanings that English high function words have.

The following words were randomly selected: area, assume, assign, expert and policy.

In order to delimit the meaning/concept for which Sepedi needs a lexical item the

meaning of each of the above English words was studied by comparing its conduct in the

concordance lines of the English High Function Corpus and the representation of its

meaning by two prominent English dictionaries.

It was found that all five had not been adequately treated in the existing Sepedi-English

bilingual dictionaries, namely the New English Northern Sotho Dictionary (NEND), the

New Sepedi Dictionary (NSD) and the Northern Sotho Terminology and Orthography

(NTO). The findings were as follows:

• Some of the Sepedi-English bilingual dictionaries do not have translation

equivalents for these words at all.

• Some of the translation equivalents were incorrectly represented.

• Some of the translation equivalents given were not Sepedi words but Sesotho and

words.

• In the translation equivalent paradigm, the translation equivalents were not

arranged in an order of frequency of use.

 
 
 



Suggestions were made with regard to a more realistic treatment (in Sepedi) of the

English high function words under scrutiny. These suggestions were based on the

mother tongue intuition of the researcher as well as on the responses from other mother-

tongue speakers.

Firstly, the meanings of the English high function words were established on the basis of

definitions given by the Concise Oxford Dictionary and the Oxford English Dictionary.

Secondly, a questionnaire was compiled to establish whether mother-tongue speakers

knew and/or used Sepedi translation equivalents for these words.

In most cases more than one possible translation equivalent were given, and in some cases

at least one of the equivalents was a transliteration, e.g. ekhwilibriamo and hieraki.

Suggestions for revision of the dictionaries under scrutiny were made on the basis of the

responses to the questionnaire.

The two most important findings of this study are that:

(a) For the majority of high-function words in English there are equivalents in Sepedi.

However, the treatment of the equivalent paradigms by Sepedi-English dictionaries

is far from satisfactory.

(b) Among the 300 English high function words investigated, only 8 were not entered

in the macro structures of bilingual Sepedi-English dictionaries. The omission of

these 8 words did however not mean that they lacked translation equivalents. This

fact was corroborated by the response to the questionnaire.

What has been achieved in this research, marks only the beginning of a process of lexical

stock-taking in Sepedi. Although it has been established that Sepedi has the general high

function words to be used in any domain of life, it still has to be determined whether the

 
 
 



language is capable of expressing the concepts of scientific and technical domains, such

as law, medicine, the human sciences, etc. This type of research will indicate to language

planners how much terminological work needs to be done in order to place Sepedi

alongside the other scientific languages of the world.
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APPENDIX 1

THE COBUILD CORPUS

(Sinclair 1987:23-33)

 
 
 



APPENDIX 1: An Analysis of the Written Data
in the Birmingham Main and
Reserve Corpora
(Main C and RC)

number of texIs
single authurship
joint anlhorsl~ip
anlhologies
non-ficliollal lex Is
IkliOilil1 lexls

RC (+ Remaill,llcrs)

148 (t-28~
125 (+28)

19
4

94 (+20)
54 (+8)

214
188
20
6

137
77

Main COIPUS;
Reserve Corpus:

an average of 70,000 WOldsor fewer
a) relllainders from the M!,in Corpus
b) lotal lexls

Contents
1.1 NOli-Fiction

Texl No_ Books (Remainllers No. Books
Types Topics in Main C in RC) in RC Total

Survey
- ex/elided texts

- American Indians 1
- anlhropology 1 (I) 2
- IIrl, modern I (1) 1
- child carc I 1
- civilizalion 2 2
- c1nlhes 1 1
- economics,

Third World I (1) I
- hiSlory. social 1 I
- hislory, social,

architecture J
- hislory, world J
- myths and culls I
- IlAlural hislOIV 1

 
 
 



24 l.ookillg (II' Aooend~ 1 15
Tut No. nooks (Hemainders Nu. Rooks Tellt No. (iooks \k<.el••_•••ders No. BooilA
Types Topics in Main C in RC) in He Total Types Topics in Main C in RC) inRC Total
0 _________ ---- - ------- ---

- old age 1 - - I - sport, rugby - I
- politics I (I) - I - 51'01\, running - - 1
- psychology 1 (I) - I - sport, show-
- psycholngy, jumping - 1, 1

social -- --- I I - technology 0

- technology. modern - 1
computing 1 (1)

- witchcraft -- I I 4 (I) 1~ 22

10 (6) III 20
(+,1)

(+6) - guidebooks
- London 1 (1) - 1

- collecfions (// al1iclu (+1)
- ancedlltcs,

humorllus - - I I .
f--imccdotcs. Argunu:nl-I'ositional/llllrtlitury

~llorting - - 2 2
- I!xfl!f1fJed tats- refcrence,

fishing -- - I I - animal rights - - 1 1_.
- society, - cancer cnre - 1 I

Amclican I - --. I - conservation,
general - - I 1

4 5 - conservation, rural - 1 I
- conservation, trees - - 1 1
- design, human

I'rucedure ccology - - 1 I
- ecology, policy - - I I- 'Iand/Jooks - ecology, politics - t 1

- Dritish institutions I - - I - ceo logy , pollution - - t 1
- carccr advanccmcnt 1 - - I - ecology. farming - 1 1
- child carc I (1) - 1 - economics, micro . 1 (1) - I
- cookery, general - - 1 I - cducation,
- cookery, arthritic - - 1 I alternative - 1 1
0- dramatnrgy -,.- - I 1 - education,
- eXilminaliuns - 1 1 progressive 1 I (I) - 1
- food, free - -- I 1 - cnergy, nuclear - - 1 1
- hcalth, rcference - energy, solar - - t 1

hook - - 1 1 - honsing - - i 1
• health and - industrial health - t 1

excrcise - - 2 2 - industrial
- huusehllid rclations - - 1 1

managcment 1 - I - literacy, adult I - - I
- literacy 1 1 - media, power of - - t 1
- mClltal efficiency - - 1 I - nnclear weapons I - - I
- self-sufficiency - - 1 I - nutrition - - 1 1
- social advancement, - politics,

(satirical) - - I 1 parliament
- sport, badminton - - 1 I - politics,

•..•.••·.••rt "' .If . • snciali~m

 
 
 



Tcd
TypCR

TOllicSI
Set,tings

No. Uuoks
ill MainC

( (lclllallltlc,s
ill He)

Nu. nookll
11\ IlC Total

- I,olitics. Suviet
Union

- l'olilics. "l1,i((1
World

-politics, wolld
- nsychoillgy.

behaviour al
- psychology.

~illljua1
- soLio.economics.

povcrly

6 (J) 24 30
(+)

- collu/imLt of ar/iclcs
- allihology.

fFUlinist
.- Icllers, black

Amcrica
<: - 5f'ipled broadcasts.

religion

2 J

Ar glllllellt-Ilala\lcell
- euclldcd /e.t/.t

- aslronolllY
- busincss. hllllrc
- edllcalion
- cducation. post-

school I
- histOlY. social ( I) I
- paranormal I
- philosophy. love 1
-politics. economics I
- Icligion. socicty I
- religious relics I
- social mobility I
- s9Licty,

ejllllclllporary
- socicty. (\lluIC (I)
- SQcicly. Natio\lal

Front
- urban planning

(2). II) I~

.'

 
 
 



- AutobI08't11,I,y
cncJI(lcti texis

- acting, fill11s
- acting. thcalle
- London, homo-

scxuality
- journalism, South

Afriea
- jlllllllalislII,

Vietnam
- lIIan and moderu

technology
- nJlllhcr and

daughter
- naturc, Oilers
- philosophy
- politics, hlack
- "rison experiences
- 111101 lire
- vcterinary medicine,

(hllmoroll5)

 
 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 



Eng.
Lang.

Circulation Freq. Variety

national IIIthly llritish

intental. mthly American

ncpt. of Ilcalth and Social
Security Leallets 5

~.nank Lcal\cl~
::: Iloliday IIrochures

Driti:;h Council Leallet: Info.
for Foreign Students

meOSA Leaflet for Studcnts
In Uirmiugham

Univef1iity IIf Birmingham
l"rospectuses

No. ill No. in
Main C lle

currcnt 2
affairs
world 2

cullulcs

12 II

No. in
Maine

No. in
IIC

No. ill
Total

APPENDIX 2: Statistics Relating to the
Authorship of the Book
Component of the Main ahd
Reserve Corpora

(NB !looks common to hoth corpora are ollly accounted for once, ill the figures for
thc Main COIpUS)

No. in
Total

Main Re~erve
Corpus Corpus

10 51
-29 43

13 20
10 22
3 6
1 6

--
66 148

49 115
15 25
2 8

66 148

45 112
16 29

198081
1975-19
197()·74
1961l-69
1950 59
pre-195()

Sa of Au/lior
9 '.l

male

31 36 female
unknown/various

No. in
MainC

No_in
RC

No. in
Total

Lallguage Variety of Au/llOr

"ritish English
American English
Other varieties
-Australian English
-So African English
-Anglo-! ndian
- -An'llfI-llussian
-Anglo-Austrillll
unknown/various

Total
61
12
33
32
9
7

 
 
 



APPENDIX 2

FREQUENCY COUNTING

(Pedersen & Zettersten 1996: 147)

 
 
 



e~~loie 91 2;S 22. 1J 73 lS0 1•• J 115 ; ••
er,:l.ci:u:'cn50 12. 392 2J JJ 209· 3:3 1 J3
~c:loi:~ 59 1.6 2J9 9 51 100 aJ J ~. 5 17
er,:l.ciei~qJ2 120 35 • 27 7J sa 13 75 27 12 7
e;~lcics 3J J9-~4 a 15 12~ 2S 5 55 :3 10 := :
~c;lci:~eive 5 2 7J a ; JS 11 5 9 11 2 11 : :
ex;lcieers 7 5 lS 2 1 a 2 1 a a 2 a 1 J 3 01
~c:lci:a=l.e 1 1 1. a J 2 a a S 1 a 5 0 a a J'
~~l.cieive • a 2 a : 6 7 a 0 1 a 1 a 0 a 23
e;c;:lci:er1 a 7 a 0 1 2 0 • 0 1 1 0 1 2 20
e;c;lci:~:icns a 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 : ;
ex=l.c~e~~:s 0 0 : 0 0 1 a 0 0 a 0 0 a a a J
e;cloi:~eic::al.a a 0 a a 1 a a a a 0 1 a a c
e;clei:ien a 1 a a a 0 a a a a a 0 a a a 1
eX:lci:es a 0 0 0 a 1 a a 0 0 a 0 a 0 a 1
~C:l.ciee~v 0 0 : 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 a 0 a a 1
~~loieec~'O 0 0 a a 0 a 0 a 0 1 a 0 C a 1
~~lci:a:iveness 0 a 1 0 a 0 a 0 0 0 0 a 0 a ~ _
~c;:lciea:ively 0 0 0 a 0 0 a a 0 a 0 1 a 0 C

::: 1770
~ ~O lJ1J
::31

cecice 600 16S9 1J23 lS3 3.7 1694 2048 .90 6a3 723 JJ3 953 22. 136 670 11151
su:'cice 261 426 462 9 121 718 690 51 261 472 JO 391 3. 39 111 .:50
cci:cice 27 215 97 8 34 J6~ 79 9 91 J8 25 99 20 11 43 :159
senccice 11 137 J2 a 5 1J6 199 11 50 8 10 6J : 5 31 707
hemicice 90 5 130 2 1 47 10l 10 20 19 10 40 1 23 3 579
ceseicice 29 72 lJ: 1 17 Ja 77 1 13 6 51 11 59 1 2: 337
l:sec:icice 7 S3 J3 a 6 127 10 1 a 3 13 11 2J • 5 J09
~~~sic~ce 6 2 29 a 1 75 J 0 a 5 J 2 J 1 2 1J1
r.er=ic:.ce7 2S 19 0 a 12 5 0 1 1 19 5 16 OJ::.
see~cice 2 a J5 .; a 5 5 a a 1 a 2 a a 0 9.
i=t.lncic::.ce 2~ 1 a 0 1 10 04 1 4 2· 1 12 Q 2. J 73
ceicice 0 a a 0 1 27 0 a 3 a a 2 a a a JJ

 
 
 



APPENDIX 3

EXTRACT OF THE CONCORDANCE LINES

FOR eRA WL IN THE BRITISH

NATIONAL CORPUS (BNC)

 
 
 



<DataBeglns> <Databeglns> I ve heard of a pub crawl &helllpbut a hospital crawl I ve heard of a pub crawt
..----. <DaiaBeglrls> <Ditiabegins> i va heard oia pub crawl &heiiipbuia hospiiai crawr jv8heard' of a pUb crawi' &heiilpbul a hospital craWl

<Databegiiis:;';-i ve heard of a puberawi il.helllpbui a hospiial craWl iva heard of a .pub crawl'" &heiiipbut a hospiial crawl Place a greaseband round' the trunk of
heard of apub crawl &heiiij)buia hospilal crawTTveheiirdofa- pub craWl&helllp bula-hospiial crawl - Piaceagreasebandroundlhetrunk-OfappieTrees-io-catCflthe----------
_.- ..irom the sOifinaniifempi"io i~iy-iis-'egg's'-iabef if you "have' to go "ihrough-asmok"e' fiiied' ii'rea' crawl- Wifh"'YOlii"-he'ad low "iatlei"'l 'was "Close -here"'mid"ges"cri:i"wied"on his···· .-----.------- -
--'hat uniike the principled feft Ciossman'-di(rnorevtii'~quHe make' uphis mlncfwheiher or"nofio cra'wi"*- f(ii 'office 'Mis"fhiilCil"ei- sca'rls'iir"moiirpia"led -th,i"iliau'orm party hiaves .. -.._--------.-- ..
._.birds flitted in the-'shade of the branches' and bees' were crawling over the' red -and whlte-ciover--j crawi - Inlo-my'sleeplng "bag"and -cur1· .•.ijiiii'a"iightb"all Hariequln".ducks _..,-~---_.- -
~uTihere s cars beeping at me and TifiinkT m Iylnglilihe-roadso I push myseiiupandsorto;crawl - to the pavemeiifAndthereare-scenesofgreal"moraleffeciivenessaswhen-Ransompiucklng

across the'-noorlrlapticuiiar cree-ping-r)'osture-whlctl'Doctor Staples referreel io' as-~'kiapp"scrawi-' i3"liiii'was Gerry Conlon s account of being interrogated after the Gundford bombings that _.._.--_._.-_..
s GeRY Conkin saccounlofbeing Interrogated -afteriheGuildfordbombings thalmade ltiescaip crawl aui sometimeslii theheaiihseiVicep-eoplewal'li to make the Ciockcrawi roundand--

--ihcit-maae- the scalp crawl aUisomeUmes-Tn'thelieaiiil" service people wanflci make-itie-'CiOckcraw.- 'round ana-oontempIaie-'years~'ordiscussionl)eforfilmpie'meniing-~iuCh-'obvi'ous'improv'e-m-e'-n-ts-a-s---
y ran over to the hide and Lee crawled half In Lee crawled ouTof the hide What made you want to crawl Inwlihthem-mucky birds HkethalSome of themdo-nl------------·---
de you want to crawl In with themmi:.iCkybirdsiikethiit Some--oiihem-donlhave a dOorway You crawl- infoThemaiong-ihese-iunneisHisscafp-crawiecfwiihtenslonTiily-poiishedbiiiCi<-
ew who ~ihe fellow Communists of ills branch had been Tn-lhe'Fortles and that he did not want to" crawl throughlhe mud for no purpose The director 01CiVUOefence'Mrvai Petersen ,------------.
8fP8iersen suggested concreleplPessi.inkaiOngside-rriainroads iniowhlch the populace should crawi- incase-ofan-aiiaCkTiiro'i.ighfmY-famifYiOiOseehimbur----- --.---- ----_.-------
own her neck and back like hair Leila crawled over on hane:ts'andtmees The larvae of red worms crawl 'up the bl'ades of grass and are eaten by horses Evil things crawl,d' out----·-------------
hased 'bysirayaogs~h8countf)iside-round here wasslmpiy"craWiing with CiAmen-iWewould crawl iniOiheniHe-was'-ve,y'brav-e'about"the'wti0i8'ihing'craWilng-up'to-ilTs--"-'--"-'- --------

hurt a bit-He was a quiet baby watchful with' a stillness atxi-".thlffi-whlch if he had not been able to crawl and"slantj" and aimost walk would have been a cause for concernT woula----------------
tog-oils iciSi'asTcoukrWiliiefcoi.J1dsiiii-seelhe way andiheii-resi for longer and then probably crawl- fcrawied IifooiorlWocasHnjj-abouirryfngio partiheundergroWifihopii'lg-- - ...

on the-tree then crawled another foot Crawled another andanoiher fiumed round and began to crawl baCk-sHiisweePingone iiindat-atime ihroughthe jumbiedgrowthTerawled--------
~. --ficipedralnlng away yardby yard In progressive debiiitYresoluHon ebbing with faiiureASthElycrawl ifieywavetiieir-headsfromsideiosfdeAndSoiheiTioming'-aawiedon-------

s the only solution may be a bamboo wigwam smothered with runner beans into which Juniorcan crawl and consider If not the lilies why Mum and Dad are digging a huge .----------
--8 hUgehOleTnffi8 iaWn"8ncffiiiinglrwlih'sand ·Nor'l.i~tn--ihey··coo.e-downwlii· pe'opie- begin-tO crawl 'ooi"from'iind"er'their"ioads'ofdebt'A"iea'iii'of3'O'-reSCUEirs'-baiUed-'lhroughouf-' .....,-¥ ... ~---- .. - ------------

ratlllng belts and hissing pipes playing a constant game wlifideath "Nobody else mad enough to crawl over-ifie rooftops for50yearsTAcloud ofSleam craWiedSiowiY upwards-·------·--
i8dsTowly lipward'S from the chimney ofweiishOt Baihs' Theres the liifiimous beaChpartY-iidiscO crawl and ihe-mosl"jioptiiaririp ihe RepsCabarefNight fhelroops -iiisosiepfiii---------------

of the states deciding It'themselves 'It' can swim flipped' over on to its boat like carapace or crawl Amalor"'Ciifference betWeen"brachiopods andbivalves -iSthafihe'latter"are capableo,---·-------
-- ..- .braChiopodS-and' biVaivesls 'ul"aithe lalle';:"are'capabie of moving'li.ielyuslng itleir"'OOt'lo crawl- or -(jig-Desperate-with 'fear'he f(iiced'hIms'eifforward-'crawiing--on knEies-iiildeibOws . ..-_.-.-.-..-- -- _.~.-
vanishing under the bushes through which he had crawled He-shoutedln her ear that they should crawl butifiewlnd flicked the words from-his lips He crawled over to the
parentiV' brokeone-Qj1hecaslJronsecUcms-oHheframecreaUnga space through which he could crawl ancfihen droppeddow01Othe-groundbelow a distance of 22feerwhicil-------- ---------

farmland amidst the pleasant aroma of meadows and oftenT10und myself slowing the Ford to a crawl tobEiiter appreciate a stream-Ora valley I was passing There we-
caves Bonriie fiiiiiceCharii8manage"d to-occupy in his escape ;rom IheRedcoats'Tmanaged to crawl- loihe ouiSide-Tavatory-al'ldivii l:leenihere-mosfOi the time
--of tigh fcrawls and large caverns The entranCe Is dry but soon becomes low developing Into a crawl where -the stream from Lowerlong-Churn Is admltled-Aitiiree 0 clock
ooiour on the'plainl 'looked dowriand'saw-an-ani'crawlirl"g-inio the"wlnd-;--VOuve goi"I<)"leam the crawf' -"il'i 'ca'n 'rid'e-"you-can"crawi- Nutty"pra'cUs6<i'ihe-crawi In'"tler'
down -and saw an ant crawiingiilloUlewind "Yolive gono learnihe aaWi'IH canrldayou can- crawC NuHypradisedihe-crawTln herbaihandUlewaterdripped' down iheiight--

inio the wind' '(ouve gOI io ieariithe crawl • If I can 'ride you Can craWlNuttY'practised ilia crawl' in her bath andihewater dripped downtheiighioordln'the dining
lShaped 'sha-de- shEi' couid-recali that when"she-an(rJessie~'were-smaiiheused'io'-romp'wiih'them crawi- rouncfihfi' flooiWifh themon"ilis"tlaCk'Asin'gie operaUon¥'mighfbe--ihree---'- .-._,,~-~_.._------ ,-¥-
-lih them on his l:laCkASInglaoperaiionmighi ba three miies iong and hail a mile wldeandwou-id crawl' .across the landscape ataboui 700 feet a year digging up the shale or
awilng around- on iile-flOorio pui on tapes- aii ihree are candidates for design improvemenisfcan crawi" underihe wirewhereiiibroken'siaywhereyouareJudy
-broken' Stay where you are Judy ishe Cried as she saw Judy on her hands and knees aboui 10 crawl under the wire to Mandy s rescue He wouid'havesald much more
ered fhrough ihEicrudefy'cul'lloles' in-tile'woocfw-tilch -SEiNed 'or seats and sometimes they wouiii crawr' out ihrough 'ihe'se"holes"'a'ncfiiivadEi' ihe"nelg'hh"ouring-'parts' of·ille 'camp-"- .----...-.-....--.--.---- ..-----.---. -'-P-

Halways be an Engiand and waving a iaiiered Union jaCk over the hedge In defianCe wtiaiwouid crawl out They crawi from hair to hair and look rather iike brown greenny
engiand and waving idaiiereifUiilon-.JaCk over ihe hedge in de-fiance what wouldcrawi out They •~~awr from hair io hairan"diook-rathedike brown greenfly tiCi<iingor crawling'

 
 
 



wooden bivouac he had occupied during the night This warning whelled my appetiie iorTused io crawi .\iuonidheeresdt.··a·~ler·S·aanndd·lookw··.a••·t••ch~ocawnreClftutlhlyeaWsahteerbwr·.·ehaickhs·wp··eapspuesruma,.inIYtsql.unittehegloom E'··v-·e·--ry·····-·
spent In total severai hours in persuading people io ciimb Into cupboards clamber into iofts and crawi
pine trees with a bed of soit pine needles facing the lake and soon after dark we were happy to crawl under thesieeping blankets At one level this is what happens when we refine

s the pb n=90 coroner faceiJously remarked have swum to her husband s rescue using either the crawl breast stroke back siroke or bUllerfly The girl with the scissors had a washed
. er her blonde hair dye Plunging Into cool blue greenwaiers coming up half way across a smooth crawj" to ihe oiherside andiiiishlike turnihen smoothiyeoolly cleanly back

, .. ; . . . . .
crawled Into my mind one nasty lillie question that I d been fighling off tillnow Adults had to crawl nine times through the hole against the sun They then crawled round the stone

--Is -would seem to'l)eessentiai to avoid confusioflTtien-a-s 'now fascists ( from whatever"hole' they crawl -.-ra~isiune"they'ha"vfi-ih-e"righi fosprfiaifdangti'rous'''i'l'es"io sUli thEil' own"-'" _..,_.-.
they have therighiio spread dangerous iles io suit their own brand of politiCs They learn to crawl and then to waikand the first directiCln In whichihey are iikely to

-aiiierences in sizewhenlhey play when fClrlnsianceihey'iii themselves under a tabie or irYlCl crawl ihrClugha hOClpHoopscan be'used'fClr crawiingihrough jumping in ouior ..
an iliaCken and turn ieaiheiY before i willcondescend io them Worms: Warmer partS or the wo~d crawl with an Interesting variei}' of worms KERB CRAWliNG The night is blackandpb'
g abourand when 'nothing happeni!"d grew oonfideni'enough-lc)' begin to expiate ~;-christ"you'even c'rawi 'i,l"'yolir sfeep'Fiush-ihe"crale "left'orlto"ih"ti"-biJito-n"shi"ncfon "the al"nvti"yor- ..-.,-----.'--' ..-,-. ...- '"---- ...-
craie iell"onto the iiiiiiOilSt3ndon' the conveyor beifduCk'and'90 'left jump up lWo-piiitforms"'and craw'f~righi lhrough"thti'wa"ifooilecl ihes'pe'ak"er"'gohaCk"oofoi ihe cave and'" ----.-.-.-..,-----.--...-

jump onto the· crate on the top platformancj'push 1lright then'itiiionlO-ihe""bulton Fall down ·and crawi'- feffiinderfhe waii"i,ush-the··(i·aie·iEiffonio·ihe button andlumi)"iip ....··----·--------'~- .'.--.-..-------
craWied·siowly·aiong until eveniliaiiy' our' destInation came" In' sight Thti 'caraiieadY siowed'lOa 'crawi-- 'stopped -hairw'ay"through'lhe'open""gaies"Mymii,dwas"crawling 'wiih-if~iii"In··-·-·_-· __·-..··..- ....- _.._._--

down iile"vine and enters the soli whe'rel:lpon ii're'ache~i"and 'pu-nciures the rootS 'fornourlshmenfi crawr- under her"desk~io··prCk'-up..·ali""the""bilS'iabei""For example..ln"ihe""s"tory·-·--""----· ....'.'-.------
iring the worst she ran 10 find Penny standing .between thesiairs and Heather whohadstartecHo crawi ....towards them DClwncrawied slowiy 11'01am ·:Pavement feels softer thaniisuaiso I

whllebefOre-crawl[ng to the' Suck and SYPhon Editor s favoliritepubiiieaves this to eventually craWl- ishore and pupale among-therootsoHreesio emergeasi\leadu[lSshown-ln----- ..···-..--..··---·---
._. Bui it was the iaHer who paved thi! way ior the evoiuiionofvestlglai limbs thafenablicithemlo crawi-onto the land this means Uleymust have beencapabiElpbn:::54ofcraWiiilgOnto-----
--'craWiing""wliti·The familiar sprawling"galf'o,·the·repui81s-describe·a by-the-Latin verb repere (to crawl'- or'creep-"'i"iilinklfJeffS'eCk'''ever''remembered haVingmefme-ii-- ._~--,-----'----
reap) f think if jer; BeCkeverrememberedhavlngiTiEiimeJi wouid bepreciseJy because iaidnicrawT aiiover him [nsycophancy fdCl n i iikeiiiese sOCkets lobe -.-- ...-------.-------- - -.-

all over the amp'( and there s so much empty space at the rear) althOUgh It does save having to crawl ·around·iheback-belore an(fafter·lhe··glg Another three orihem never identified -------.
easkedas' SammycraWiedUilder theblankeiti:igeHo his iegsYouve aiways got lobe lrYinglo crawr uphiijh-er twanHo find a hClle'andcra-wl inlo-iHoescape - ....-----.-------.----- .. -- -.-.--.-.-..-._-.

to get io·hislegs You ve always got to be tryinQto craWiliphlgher iwant to find ahole and crawi- Into-iiio·escapelhis Uitlmate-psyctiicdouble whammy-Go-rorexa-mpie-lO-a------·- ..-----.--.---
aid chlid iliiuied iiseirou1"ora(niCh~where iismoiher' tay-aead .wRhdozeniO, oiheis-'and~begiin'io craWl···· away' From ...•fl"ere·'iiiey·aawled" lhfi iasi ien""yards'''to-ihe'''edge-- of 'il' --~------ --..-,--,~-
gone offheroa-ts and then crawls aroundunder Ihe bedclOihes with a speculum and a flashlight Crawl- downstairs-to theklfctien thencrawisiike a baby As our m'EitabOiicrate slows
--- .._-ii is' easier 'to -pui"'on~wel9hrand harderi(ilose"" fi lind' those 'ftrsl'painfui steps-offhemorningcrawl~· down ihe-slairs'andoufftl'i·'i)"run ·se'eni io"iake ionger--·' CrilWis "- .._,.,~,,--_.--~---~_._--."
iora aawied fio-m"under·'the bed'~the-verY·thoughi'ol1i·makes' me wanl'io'press'ihe panlcbuUon crawi'- ij-nder' thfibed ·ana·"caU'for"HRT'says one--lrien<r;""The'very lholJ"ghi ..-.----- ...,'.---,-.-
-HRT says o-ne friend; Thevery'ihoughiofreaclling'"S(l"makes 'meY/ani 'iopress 'ihe'panlCbultoo 'craw'i- under the 'bed an<j"caii'for HRT i feared' Ulilrwiihouiillffi Twould .--....._-_..-.--.
for HRT i feare·Csthat without him Iwould-batlen down the hatches of the physical part of me and crawl back·inside-iheshelfwhich-rtl"adPl)uiit"aroundmyself in the three years------------
ofInsects inhaied after they'ha<i"aawled inlc;'intiaiers';"'Ylhen 'i 'had io' go to·ihebathroomTha(rlo crawl there 'on my"stom'aCh-;""'ifwas'ii rilghtmare·a·sUiVivor··iOld·oulcll ieie·vision·---- ..---~·~~-·,_·"-.-,----.--.
Margaret HaIfCOJiegebroke a leg and .Injured her spine when she fell out of a window after a pub crawl' SergeanfAi,inKing died after being siabbed repeatedlyby-Vemage- as he tried to
·ter a pub crawl SergeanfAlanKingdiedafterbeingslabbedrepeaiediy iiYVemageashelriedlo craw'- losafetYtheroom·wasa·iiigimprovementon1he raihOleiiehad---'--
nearbyCarrlCkfergus look two minibuses anci'a'1aXi and"'drove'to-north-'AntrlmlOr'aPbn=12~fpUb' crawl fiidislrlctS"'wtie're'-ih-e wri"tolihl!,"Central 'CC-ordITraUng""commiftee·was·noIobserved·---· ..-------,-.
- from the importunaie widow fOrh-eseidOffiieftme aii:ine in thClseeai1y monihs'and iwasgiadto crawl- under my mosquiio neiiifnighipb n=2()oniyiobe-wokenat ....
-lth hers she had noiSeen him since returning frOm the iea-except when crawling wearily Into bed Crawl on-your irontera-wron yourb,ickcrawisfromlhe wreckage The sii·eef-------------·----·------ ----. -
't seen him since returning from the tea excepiwhen crawilng weariiy info bed Cfawlon your ironi crawr·on your back Crawisfromihe wreckage Thesiree'iiiround the Stones house
activity for ffi.i·nexl houriiwas around 'Spmvery darkslJ"ddeniythe ifilin'began'io' Slowdowillo'a crawl-' ;-whal now ihought""ttlepassengers ·trafflc·wasafanangry 'cril-wl"a ""--,.- ..-..-- ...----.---,---'--.--.-.- ..-.
e trilin began to siowdownloacrawT""·whal now ihClught the passengers Traffic was atanan·grycrawradazzllng confusl()nof iightsand wet refleCtiClnSInihe premaiure darkness Mr·- -
mature-dai"kness Mr Duddy spenfadiiy·sluCk-on fhe sheer sidesoi iheoonebeiiJre managlnglocrawl-out on his own Mdfaiethen ran baCk In and started to . -....---------- .. --.--- -. --
ides of ihe cone before' managing to craWl oui ori his own Mr Haie then ran baCk In arid startedtocrawi'" on his stomach under ihe intense heat ciimblng over debris which included dead- _.-_. __ ._... ._---_._ ..•_--_ ..__ ._-_._-_._._ _.. ---_ .._---_._-- ..__ ._ .._ -._ ..•....•.- _._.__ .- _. ..._ -...... ..........._._ _.-.-_.
edge of the hole and peered out There comes a time In a pb n=44 nome s life when he should n t crawl around the Inside of terrible flying machines I They crawled between two warm metal

gaihered outside they piayed a ilveiy ga-I'neof Hide; N Seek where the littie hedgehog wouid crawi" away to hide in the weeds or under pile of leaves and the big
. Occupants This takes the slim ( and imean siim ) pillar between CrOCo<liieCrack and Aliigaiorcrawi ..This one meant elihera crawl on my belly beneath a t>ouider hoping to,

 
 
 



1m (and I mean slim) piliarbetween Crocodile Crack and AlligatorCrawl This one meant either acrawf' on my bellyheneeith a boulder hoping toIle-able to'escape out 0('-'" ,--
to escape out of the hole on the other side or a wide sloping ledge on the rightThe firstIs the c;raw'-- space beneath any suspendedtlmberfloors'Where rot can quiCklydevelop unless ventilatlon'is

Is good t was all alone In my flat so I crawled to my phone and rung a friend to beg forhelp'So crawr &helllpFallonand Christopher Danatler-33'boihfromWembieyMiddiesex had beensioppei(Oil----
pped on suspicion of kerb crawling InWest London STARTEDsmoking soon after she learned to crawi The 18 month oid boy tipped over hisbuggy'freed himselffromthe' strapS ,-",---
ling about all over you LANDEDGENTLY: Fergie now In a one piece bathing coslumeandfrlend erawe oufofthelr hideaway'swimmil1gpool-aftera refri,shingdlp'j\jlneteeri·monlli-oId'Tasha"'--
r home In Gosport Hants He reversed Into another car near his home following"a mClioilsedpubcrawf Huge jams blJnlup behind the 7••year-oldpensiclnerashecrawledlor--
and I suddenly realized'aiiihe things that I was mlssil1gout ()nwatchil1gttle biibygfowupstartlO craw.-- lhe-firstfewwcirds'ihil1g'sllke'itialof something crawiing-up my thlghT------'---'--'-'--
least 15 local groups"acros's London joined forces on"'Saturday 17 October-lo·-go-()n-an·~-embas-sy- 'crawl Iri"s-upport "o'-the" Indigenclus··,ieo-plesCampaign fhere~was-a-'liawaie-iiiliSpace~-'--- ..-.--------
ace and there had been"'tlmes wh"en it had halted completely '()tt,er Ume-swhe-n Ifh.i'd 'sioweiflo'i ciawT Afthe-"'rans'ifarAfma-"ta'~lhere-werebugs ihafSafura'ie~-ffie waifs of--'-"-'--'-"-'~'" ----------

at Afma Ala there were 'hugs that saturated the walls of the holding cells red'-and'fast--wlth-lheIr crawr-' with'ii1)ilii"ilke'-scissors"Now"he"wa~iI)acke(fagiinsfthe··portloorlnged-tiY-··--_·_····_··_···· '-'~'--'-"-------
-baCked agalnsnheportico'riniiedby theremall1lnghorsemElnwhiiethe one on footwas tryingto crawl under the'arches behind himOothe upward curve over the firstdown the
WIunder the 'archeshehind him-On the upward ·curVeover the firstdClWnlhelorrywas-fOrcecHoa craWi St8ppenwolfSlueOyster"ClJlLio'JoGunneand Ailce-Cooperjoln'.Orces-wHhlhe"'-'"
--Itand crawling overthebanks-o(ffiOtorWays'lookiOg-for-c:iisp'packeis-TheMercedes slowed to a crawl steam hissing fromIts radiator Just as the limegarage came Intoview twenty
-ie'She wouiCHace-ihefuturewilh rel1'eweddeterminafiOribui'for'nawall she wanted to do 'was to crawl Into her bed and sleep Thenfo me : "We went to Orkney
to crawlTntoherbed and sleep iheola me : "We went to Orkneylast summer and she made me crawl In through a ghasUytunnel Intosome underground charnel&rehyhouse He could do nothing

'fyou have suspended timber Roorsyou will have to 11ftthe Roorboards unless you have"a-'d'eep cra-w'--' space beneath"ihem Safer~to crawfienyards-·'urtheron-Siegfrteiffounifa· ·-··· ,.- - -------
yOuwill have 'to liftthe~fioorboardsunless yoi.i' have a deep crawl'space ·beneatt"--lhem-Saferio 'crawl . Ten-'yards'-fij'rtheronSleg"trtecffounda tripWireand geslured-·MCCready-to---'-'----------

_·n them sa'feria crawfTen'y'ard's further or,'Slegfrledfounct' it --tripWire-and'gesturecfMCCready to ·crawl roun(rirHe·-crawiecfaga~in··d·own-the·eageor_th8mrnefleidSieg;ri~(fwiiiie-a--·--·-·-··----------
'---'-i"-froot ontle'outsize pIne'ireeheldhlsoompa-ss'lnfroni"ofhlm'aniferiiwledaway He used to crawl In there and walt untilthe farmer had fallen Intohis usual drunken

your living rOCkand eatS your entire familyThis Irritates the worms sufficientlyto cause them'io crawi - up'to thesurfacelmmedlalely where·'iheycan'be'coiiecledeasiiY·iil-daYiig'hC'
lIect'and baiiered s-toCk-ofiherifleHeredlJced speed eonslderably dipped'hls'headilghlSbegan to craw'-' rouncfthe'bends his right (oo'-polsed over the accelerator He was so

X t~e.~~~I~r~t~r~~,~a,s~~~,~?S~,t? his flatl~.l3e!~~f?r~e',~o~~th~th,~ha~~~duce~~~~~pee(ito a crawf ~~~~lnr'-!~rapaa(jn9pl~~'-W~!e crawlingon our'fleiiiesthe'-----'----=
<' quarters But IfItIs cold a monarch can not work up the energy to flyand can only manage to crawl up the nearest sage brush Then mindfulof my companions I crawled back

knees Identlned as "the' nude goddess bringing pb n:;;147rain I mean Its not nice-to'Ieiacllildcraw(' on a-dirtYfloorshemighfCiitCil'somettiingoffltExpresSlonlSmin'ManChester':---"'--"
-work-ofelghilocal expresslonlsCcirtisfs'whosepainti"n-gs'were'on-showInsix pubs The Inaugural crawl was led by MarkE Smith leadSinger of the Mancunlan pop group The

out afslght OlJtofsmell and enjoy a very good look-at the her<ftheioffsare-n'o-IOrlger'wlllingto crawl aboufalidayln the wilds-Dapplecfdawncame slowlyto us as we------'-------
the' freight'car and' crawledslowly'forward'onherbelly betWeel1the-tWo-selS-ofraiiSshe-began to crawlforwari:fagain-her eyes conlinuiliiy'flickerlngbetween the tracks on either side of her -

again her eyes contll1lJallyflickeringbetween the traCkson either side of her'Whaldrove'herto craWithrolJghher'pafnand'ffiortaldisiressdownthe'EimbankffienTanlHromihenceirifo'\he
,-iheembankmElOiand-frolT,fhence il1tCllheonly-c;overshecolJlCffini:fwas all too plain Belowcars crawl along onmals of shadow furthElroifare two long ranks of primrose yellow

off are two long ranks of primrose yellow taxis Just as every normal human Childfirstiearns'locrawfihel1-tostandandihentowalkandthemOiivationand-c:apaciiYio'do----"--'--"""--'--
there Is a necessa'ry sequence of stages of emerging moral judgement THE'HONEYTHIEVES':; CrawT (Solid fSongslike "CraWiand"Gooffirne strike you the"'-------------
ce of stages of emerging moral Judgement THE HONEYTHIEVES: "crawl t SCllldTSong's'liI<e'crawl' and' Go()dTime-siiikeyolJ'ihewayBoiisBeckerstiikesatennis-baiC--,,--'-----,"-
Honey Thieve 5 raspy vOcals have never seemed more untamed You'eitherhear Ihls.ru\h'or you crawf along the grolJndlOOklngfor-wClrmsTcrawledout intClthe'aileyand-ir-'----------'-'--
e camp Col Levasseur" Impossible to walk upright In the streets and the Infantrywere obliged to crawl under the waggonsinClrder to get IhrCllJghHewasrilsatisfiedso

be kept most 01 the time In the small dark interiorof theirhut where th-eyare rarely allowed'to crawi Ion the floorrarelYllpokento orplayedwlth'(lhough'always kepfl1ear'-""""-" ,--
ruggllng between Albertand Nickand Frederick crawlingaway on the ground Individualcells may crawl about over the sUrlace of the sponge likeamoebae AI1Cltherkll1ddevelopedin'whiCh
kind devetoped Inwhich the elaborated worm did not aUach itsellto the sea floorbut continued to crawl about and secreieda'small col1lcaltel1!()fsheli-under'whlchIt eouldhuddle ---
a small conical tent of shell under which Itcould huddle when Indanger A starfish on the reef can crawl across a clam fasten its tube feet on either sldeofltsgape and

apart to feed on the flesh withinThe eggs eventually hatch Inside the-mother s pouch the young crawl' iout and clamber up Clnioher backlnseCts'swarmindeserts asweli-
lamber up on to her back Insects swarm Indeserts as well as forests they swim below water and crawl iIndeep caves Inperpetual darkness Her hair was crawlingwith Insectsttley clung
tthe larvae have crawled down Into the compost or soli before becoming pupae Or let the worms crawl Ion dry newspaper and listen to them carefullyThey do not flyat ordinary
ry newspaper and listen to them carefully They do not flyat ordinary room temperatures and they crawl Ionly slowlyso there willnot be rnuch danger of them crawlingout of
rawllng out 01 the container and escapll1gThey dOI1Cltflyat ordinarYroom temperatures and they crawl -lClnlYslowlyso therewiil not be much dangeroHh'emcrawiil1g oulof - -, ---,--,-----

 
 
 



e conlainer and escaping Then you willeasily see any you may have dropped which are liVingto crawl -1 aWayTheBlo bug sabOut : Tllere arebugsttlafcreepbugstllaf ---------.---------------
ropped which are trying to crawl away The 810bug s aboul: There are bugs thai creep bugs:ihiit crawl jsomelimesbugsthat Illdeillyour bed.6.Ssauitedbyatumblerotwlllealld .....- -------.---

its mother sllairs and it movesdeterlllilledly forward with a movement rather like a swimmer s crawl- turllillg iiS-lleadfrolllolle- side to anotllerwiih-ailemate-strokes-liSiiny- --- ------------------------
to another with altemate strokes Its tiny head and legs projectfrom one side but it can nolongercraw'- about tile fOlilldallollsof thesebllildingsare-iaiddownwhenamatedpajr-------- ----
t The-'ourldaHons()f thesebulldings-areTaiddownwllenamated palr-ofklng-antl"queentermites crawl lnto-a-crevice in-the-grollnd-burrow-downwardsand start laying eggs Six

circular cellar ten or tweive fe-etl:ic:rossand tWofeel orso-lllghqllHe-big enollgllfora -man to crawl" into Having nowings-slle-can olllycrawiso-shestays pllfallt{-- ------. ----------------.-.---- ...----
and· tWo-feetor so Iligll qllliebjgellougtdor a-man tocrawflnto Haiiing-no wings she-can onlycrawl--so-she-slays-pUland'-glows-hope'uliy"You;'/eak long line ciiiwiing
mud was enough to discourage llerWithils Illotorwhining-Inprotest tile·transporter started to -crawl alc)ng-tIle-corridor-Fourtinyfigurescrawifnglike antS-along-ihoiizontiilbearTl .-----------------

-knees edged f01tlecenlreofthe-Qjrder-waltea-un-tilheriimbshadstoppe-d-sllakingindstarted to crawl Above them the tinY-figure-crawlingalong the top of a pipe stopped
lured him into a giant press through which she has crawled and is jllst able to throw tile sWltCll----icrawfarollndon-my knees-geHfng-tIle-,oCi.ls-righfHenow-has-severecerebrar--- ..-------------.--
on my kl'leesgettinglhe foclls rlghfHe now has severecerebraTpaisylSunable-foroifover sit or craWifsafinthe arm ch-aiigazing-aHhe-bed wondering drearily why - ----

. _. _._ _-- .. _.... ..._-_._-_ ..__..... .. ----_._. __ . __ ._--- _. __ _.- _ _--_._-_. -----,- --------------------_._._ ..__._------------------_._------_.
or crawl I sat In the arm chair gazing at the bed wondering drearily why Itwas that you could n t crawl away anywhere and hide why there were always people wherever you went new

---herhL:isb-and s side-ancH,erlegs had so dElteiiorateifthif(jfbeing considered I~se-majeste to crawl ) she had herself carried about her diminutive space by her slaves the
-lOWtyaerossLomeSftngersWe-d()nTsee-muChotihEimin-thedayiTllle bufalnighHhe bedbugs crawl out from under our mats--andwe listen to-the cockroaches munching away merrily
",(jer-and the overpoWering need to lose consciousness of the noise that assailed them He had to crawl over Evans s body then haul Jack off the cross and flatten himself on

on thetunneifloor so JaCk could gel over Illm and go baCk-downthe-lunn-elWewo-nfhave to crawl .They-eased oufoHile-sheilhOieandbega-niheeraWlbaCk to their oWn---------------------·--
-go -baCk-downliiEillinnel 'Newan fhave to-craWlTheyeaseifoufoHhesheliholeand-began the crawl -ilcick-iQ-thelr ownlines-whereTrlthe mosfhazardous part of the excursion -------------

tell someone what It feelslik~ to besilling Oil thisgrassanthis-Fiiday in June feeiingThe lice craWl·-agairistriiTskinmy-stomaCil·fiiled -Witll-hotsfewandtea perhaps.-tIle-lasC-·------------------
-·-nlnoticEllhifthetraCk ·he-has-coverfidiscurveifShe-slill"would have gone -tohlm if she had to crawl The fears which had craWledback over the stockade of his new self were
Hause Point what could harm llimblifOealhwhlCllllere would be no gre-afenemy . There lizards crawl"- and snakes erilWineanifsmailerbTrds-are- colourtuHie coulcfsee-theMenoomTng----- ---

x across-lhe-ioofandMen coaxing-their voices soft and aliurlngsafe andsecureFlnaiiy-1 have to crawl through and undemeattlIfsnagging--my polo neck We crawl out of the undergrowth< - --.----..-....- .. . -.-_.--.---- -..- -..-.-..-- - --.-- ..--.- .---- ..-.-.-~ f------. -------------.--.-.--..----- ----.-.-.--..----------. .------.-ring safe and secure Finally I have to crawl through and undemeath it snagging my polo neck We crawl out of the undergrowth into the bright day The poor duck must have crawled
n-Cknow-how he survivedlhaHiiifGOdknowswhathe-broke-how-he suffered how long he took to crawl there to the other siightly brighter patch of light how long he took to

. patChofljghl how long he look 10 dieHe-swjlClledouftlle Ijghfblll the-darknesS-made his skin crawl- so-he sWitched-ifbaCk-oriThen-fook-Sophie-s-sweaterfrom the-ftoor---·-·-·-·
aCk on fhen·iOOi<-sophie-sswealer fromthe-floor-and diapeifTfoverth elampshade She began to crawl and he almost iost her-They crawled in Creed crouched over her Prunella taking
..... _-_ .. _ _._._---_._ .._--_ .......• _... . _._._._------_._-_. __ __ - _-_._._-- - ----_ .._._-_._------_. ----_.__ ._._-----_ ..__ ._.._-_._ .._-------------- _._.__ ..

en shot at wounded and spent the day crawling through mlnefields to deliver the dispatches Now crawl away and die pb n=177 The seconds crawl past as if they were anchored
-ITng-throughminefteidstodeliver-lhe-dfSpatChes·Now-crawi"awayand die pb n=17i-The seconds crawl past as if they were-anchored to the clock face Her soldier companion urged

with local resistance fighters crawlingollffrom behind every rOCkThey had notlling-'orifbut tocrawr-baCktoMrsCliilyiridto-pay-MikeChannon-s-cancellatlonfeer------------
thethought ofh~lvingtoworkaoselywHh-James-oil-a-daytodaybasls made Christina s flesh crawl Sometimes Ifthe lightS-hadbeen left on and Iwas unable to

- . ..•-_._._---_ __ . ....- _-----_.- . - ._ - ._ .._.._. __ ._-_._---------- -_._._----- ------;-.- . ------_. __ ._--_ ..__ ..--------_._--------- --_.-
m with a rough blanket over his legs and cockroaches crawling over him as he slept He began to crawl over dead mutilated figures through the sticky pUddles formed on the uneven floor
-awaidrom Cold iifelessflngers-thifSfretched towardS-him fromthe darkness &hellipcame first in Crawl His flesh crawled at the thought of Eloise getting her claws Into this
nuns before DverPoolcrawied wlill-them-indthey-dnever been nice-A baby of six months could crawl It I said The grass grewlaVishlYandttle flowers-wereIn tangled----- .--.-

ogled·dumps and the cree-perswere crawling all over everywhere It had been all they could do to crawl on board a train at Penzance Dark clouds were crawling above the fields
s croppe(fbiaCk-cu~sA.lan feit rain craWling-onhis-own scalpiike-llee-she had to sTowdown to a crawl when she reaCheiftlle-viliage wherehoftdaymakerswere spiliing offihepavements of

s f1esllcraWleifShewassmokingherjolnfwithqUiCksnaIClle"S"o(breath like a swimmer doing the crawl Time slowed to a c:raWi1orHoward as he saw the gun swing ----
smoking her-jolntwiU1quick snalCllesofbreafh like a-swimmer doing the crawl Time slowed to a crawl for Howard ashesaw-the-gun swing up ItSwfeider moving a-------

and there 'Below-John HitChinlElft-preSlcientoHhe-SA-took-visltorsto the L18Fon a literary pub crawl It might not be the mOstcomplicated game to hit your screen but-----
.. .._-_ .._ __ _ __ . . - ._- _._-------_._--_._- __._-- ---- ----------_._ _ _ .._. __ ._ ..-_._----------_ .._ .._-_._------_._---_. __ _-_.-

game to hit your screen but It s still a lot better than watching the percentage display crawl up to 100 per cent It may be possible to recognise females crawling
possible-io-recognlsefemalescraWiinguptileglass-ofaniquariumtii"ilkThey donot VOluntarilycrawl across sandor mud-andmost species are predominantly Intertidal He crawled along

animals seemecfjikeiy to take Ihem Within-iWo-llundredyardsof their hiding piace-sotheyshould -crawl" oufontOlhe-piain-lotrytogefashOfiromhalfthar----------··-... . . -...-...-..- ..
gged worm crawls olltof the seveiedwiisfTheiast few miles to Ealingwereoo;'fired-Inajeiklng crawTwhlCil-iook moretllanan-Ilour and day\ighl"was-breaking downintodaikness-as
mlng was overcast and dull with none of the compensating crispness thai had helped Foreslerlo crawl ··lbackta an alert state on previous days The streeliampswereafready-Ilt

to one side at tile foot of theslalrs and tile thing had crawled out frombenealll it IryillgTo crawi-l up--thestairs after thelll The-fiiing-ca"bin-etwas-deniedancftom-shovedto

 
 
 



to one side at the foot oftha stairs and the thing had craWtedout from be.neathlt.~~~-!~~r~~i--I· ~ptlle~t8i~~n.~rt~e~-~o;.ynb.el<>'l/Cll1the~~~~~~~~~t8i~~~~-~hethin9
r them Down below on the pb n=262 staircase the thing that had been Farley Peters was trying to crawl up the steps towards him' Oh God Mary I says McPherson' Oh
temperate regions of the south mlgratedl10rthwards replacll1gthearclic plants these latte-r-wouldcrawi-- juptllenowuncoveredmountainsandlikeWise-be-cfrivennorthwardlotile present arclic----
crawling Into'London on the M4 These people have crawled out of the sewers Adam slowed to-a crawl as if stopplngforhlmAdamcrawied oufoftlleAudlgrabbed Billieand .. . .------.----

iindovarhereyes and sawihenghtS'o(Khlg s Cross through-the-Window as the train slowed to a crawi--prepiralory-togITdinl:lfoahaifWith-her ears ringing from the massiveblasf----
wing plumes of black smoke fromhiJ-rningtanks and overturned truCks Just get the gunal1d then crawl" up over-tIl-erubble"keeplngyou'rlleaddowl1-shElthought craiNITngoufo(lciiei----------
her Christine looked acrossandforihefirst time a defenslve-flabbinesii crawled across-her face Crawl" auf of thaHiltles-heilo(yours-and-ieifmeilie-tiUth Whenttie---------------- -----------

is the Taj Mahal or the Golden Gate Bridge to a living force with·arteries so huge a chlldcould -crawl" alonrltllem-Oidlfrelaie-il1som-e-waytOtIlefacftllaIiTiifiionso(------------ .-.
-ihat whenyoupail1t a faeeif slikecrawllngaer-ossille landscape-oHtlat face- iishow deeply youcraw'-- Irlto-tIlafCiipoHhe-eyeiia-a;:;cf"noseWh-e-ndo"ingthis last summer 1--------- --_.---
his laslsllmmerl found to my amazemenlil whole langoustinewtlo sadly had not beenirairied-tocrawf hickwii"ids-the-surveyorwiilpulfup-carpets-andcrawllnlo-ilieloiflookingfor----------··---··-···-··-·--
oustlne WIlosadly tlad not beentralnediocrawl bacl<wardsthe s"lJrveyorwillpull up carpets and crawl- -iiltothe loftlooklng for-defeciS-tIlafm19htbe missed In the valuatJOn-survey-----
valuation sliiVey Venturing oulwifti-a-smali"babyis aC:tually-eisi"erthanwiih- toddllilrswho want to crawl explore and-getup-to misChief Les-Cirgo-craWis round COurmayeur-sjess well

to her knees-outSIdeihe nest and crawlsforwarcl"rootlng the bedding In fact eventually Itwill crawl out of you and drop off to pupate In the ground I could n
._.sci-wofriedbY-ifthey'are"ci.illirl'g"deer-ancfslopplng --ve~getatfon-reaChfnga-"heighl'where" ticks can crawl off-on to people "Innoce"nuywalking by Oi-b-la-ck-b-e-rry-p-ick-in-g-F-o-r-s-p-e--C1--es-actually to ------
printS and otherdata'from-our previous visits li"nd-thafhelped to speedup the-process to a slow crawl Dazed as I was I managed to roll on to file floor and crawl
tped -to-speedup the process to a-slower-awl Dazed· as ·Iwasf"manag-eclto roll OI1-tothe-floor and crawl-underihet3bleas-peoPiecrowdedover-towaiChwhalthey-itlOughtwasa---- ---------
s-people-crowdedoverto waiChwhaHhey thought was-sfigtiiTgrouniI"myleethasTwatched her crawl baCk Into therl1aChlrUiryWhenTwaslaken to see her we all crawled----- -----
- -f1oorthere When we were golngouioHtI-e-theaire at ihe -end -ofihe-p-antOmlme Csaw-a-lIIUelad crawl under-ihe-seafandpunnn-hls-pOCkefthey-stretCi-iedarldStilnecHn------- --------
--to-resislsiifliessto-shoofanyonethe prospeCiofescapewas beguiling I might even be able to crawl In beside Helen for an hour shift new=reading undear as questions lead- to undear
·-hiftThen's-liiUebifabOut"lan-g-uage andan"ex"jie-rimerlfthat-ihey didlinCteiir-/u~u-who-;PS26U Oil crawl crawl the-next day iuu-who;;PS282-0n-lfAug-ust handcuffed to a-·ileighbour-· ..-·-------------
hen-ci-iiHieblfsbouflanguag-e-andan-expeiimenHhaHhey -(jf(fundear lu u who-;;-PS26UOh crawi crawl the next day lu u who=PS2B2 On 8 August handcuffed to a nelghbour on

~ ---inalgowater-tljs:~~~~I@!n9aeailiY-Wilhhaidfy~~~iaSh-be~oi8-tle slruCk-oufiNith a strong fast crawl towards the far distant shore He stillTeifsullied by what he d had
_. a strong fast crawl towards the far distant shore He still felt sullied by what he d had to do to crawl to someone like Bernard Walton Then he came crawling back &hellip It was In

pl-craWling-togeiher- ···We ··must·mo;"e-quICkiy-now-·before·we-are-s-een·hewhlspElred-andbegan to crawl forward-roundtheroCkShepeeredoufandsaw-hirncrawilOgoohiilds-·------ -----
rowiing sound threw-oriher rObe-ancf"crawledback-betWeen-ihe bedcovers Dauntless felt his skin crawl I yeam for a night beneath a sound roof without insects crawling in
-toes -Younls-arrived in [amaca-onThe1-0th andloined Ftiimadsn In another two day nonstop pub crawi- that tumed the-knlfe-inHUr1eyswo-una-a-nd--brought them on schedule'
--as-notio stray near his-poc"keiSiil which hethoug-hfhe-feffobjecls crawlingHewatched the boy crawl out of the debris and stagger homewards and was almost certain that it
aUengineers you getmost of the men unClear when yougeltottle stage where you re nofablelO crawl under-ca-rs-shffi new';-Iaughfnga-nd do things like thafSoyoushitfyou find----------------------
wayiokeep-Ciliidrennearertlle-grou-ndwith iubesio-wrlgglelhrough -lYres10jump -in-a-ndnets to crawl on Things nearer thegrouilci would-be-beiferTike a little assault course-wTfh----
on·ih-ingS'· nearer--the·'ground'wouId-"be··better'Iike·'ii'iittie'ass·aullcou-rS-e·with· hridges netSlubeslo .crawl· throu~ihiinifso"(j"n··ihe··tioihy··wa·s-e·nterfia-··bY-'craWffng1hroiiQhilTOW·pb· ._.,.~-.-----------
as'·not·'comfortabie'··ihere· was·'walei·iifihe-bottOiri-ofifana'·lhe-rough'-ledge-wh-.iie-f a·n:i"anaged to crawl was muddy and 'aamp-fh.iplace was-crawlIng-with kids bundles toddltiii·nlp-p-e--rs--\-o-p-in-g-----
s bundles iOddiers nippers loping atf()lescenLS"·pb'i"-=29 She·h'abilualiY··moved in a·kind 'ofnaliticai crawr-· with-her siomaCh-~Ciose·"io··ihe··de·ck-iis··ihouiih-dose-furfedarnfready-;or·····-~ ._..~"-"".'._-----_._---~----
anditlenannoyTrlglybrol<eihrough-ifiesulface-againTheycrawled Into their hut Thel1lmts would crawl through the cracks TriThefloor and bUIidabig nest in the middle
fustian ofpifsonClCltlllng and-worl<house-dothingigalnsfller bOdy as she ran-could feeillElr sl<ln crawl' from eve-ry-one-ofp"iiso-nsbaslcindignIUes-fl-erstomach heave with revufs"ionAnd
hathehad-pufhel"through this merCiless-iiIsmlssil ofanottlarmarlsentiridufure-ma"de her skin crawl She stripped-toher-p-antles-crawled into-the sleeping bag and lapsed into unconsdousness

g and laps'ad "Inlounconsciousness'-as '·hf"ir'"head·touCheci'the pillow'Hi·slelhal"sl1lilemade ~her-skin·criwr- -10- •.,15-slow·'crawl'from·'the-rorner·'·as-h"fi·peer~e(ffor1h8ri9ilfi\Uffiber_ -. . -- -.---------------
unconsclCi-usness as her headtouChed-ttia-piiiowRis lethal smile made-her skincrawflnhfs-slowcrawl trom the COrner-as-hepe-ered for the right number through the flooding windscreen
ith gooseplmples I move my knights and bishops out early and smash holes In his pawns-astheycrawC from-ilialr trenches NClwonderDepifo-rawascrawling-wlth patrOi-cars-Would·you---------··
crawl from ihe\r trenches No wonder Deptford was crawlil1gwith patrol cars"Wouldyoulikemetocrawr- oufqUleily-throughthewOOdwork-now-or-stiiIITwalfand coltectmy--- ....._--

boots Her burst of temper had left her empty drained of feeling and all she wanted now wasio craw.- away somewhere to Iickherwoui-idsln piivate I musihave sa"idsomething
reasonablygOOdheallh despite a rather dismal daily round of commuting to Charlng Cross al1d-il crawl -bybusupthe King·s Roadto-the-approp"iiately-named-pb n;89----
was for example the theory that A Tuin had come from nowhere and would continue at a uniform crawl or steady gait into nowhereforl,llliime the fifthturnedlnto's

for alltirl1e the fifth turned into a small yellow caterpillar and crawled away A beetle begantCl crawl \laboriously up Rincewinds-ieg 'TdrathercraWtonbrol<en-giass

 
 
 



APPENDIX 4

THE LOB CORPUS

(Hofland & Johansson 1989:2-4)

 
 
 



2.1. The composition of the text c:ltegories

The composition of the fifteen text c:ltegories is summarized below. For
information on the individual te."Cts,see the LOB Corpus lvlanual of Information
(Johansson etal. 1,978).

Caremz::v-4.. P~:..ltporr.age
A01-,6 National daily
A07-8 '
A09-10
All-14
A15-16
A17-19

A20-1 National Sunday
A22-3
A24
A25
A26
A27-3 I Provincial daily
AJ2-3
AJ4-7
AJ8
AJ9-40
A4'1 Provincial weekly
A42
A43
A44

C.ql~gor; B. Press: editorial
BOl-4 National daily
B05-8
B09-11
B12-13 National Sunday
B 14-15
B16
B17-19 Provincial daily
B20-2
B23-4
B25 Provincial weekly
B26
B27

Guegor; C Press: reviews
CO1-6 National daily
Cll7-11 National Sund ••y
C 12-14 National weekly
C 15-16 Provincial daily
C17 Provincial weekly

Cl1lttgor;D. Religion
D01-9 Books
010-17 Periodicals and tracts

Political
Sports
Society
Spot news
Financial
Cultural

--t'obticaJ
Sports
Spot news
Financial
Cultuml
Political
SportS
Spot news
Financial
Cultural
SportS
Society
Spot news
Cultural

Instirurional editorial
Personal editorial
Letters to the editor
Instirurional editorial
Personal editorial
Letters to the editor
Instirurional editorial
Personal editorial
Letters to the editor
Institutional editorial
Personal editorial
Letters to the editor

 
 
 



'Category E. Skills, trades, and hobbies
EOl-5 Homecraft, handiman
E06-10 Hobbies
E11-_3 Music, dance

E14 Pets
E15-18 Sports
E19-20 Food, wine
E21-2 Travel
E23-6 Miscellaneous
E27-35 Trade, professional journals
E36-8 Farming

Category F. Poplliar lore
FO1-22 Popular politics, psychology, sociology
F23-30 Popular history
F31-3 Popular health. medicine
F34-7 'Culture'
F38-44 Miscellaneous

Category G.
G01-35
G36-41
G·n-50
G51-77

Category H.
HOI-24

Belles-Iellres, biography, essays
Biography, memoirs
Literary essays and criticism
Arts
General essays

Miscellaneo/ls
Government documenrs

(tl) HO1-12 Reports, departmenr publications
( b) H 13-14 Acts. treaties
(c) H 15-19 Proceedings, debates
(d) H20-4 Other governmenr documenrs

Foundation reportS
Industry reports
University catalogue
Industry house organ

Learned and scientific IIIniings
Natural sciences
Medicine
Mathematics
Social. behavioral sciences

(a) J22-5 Psychology
(b) J26-30 Sociology
(c) 131 Demography
(d) 132-5 Linguistics

Political science, law, education
(a) J36-9 Education
(b) J40-7 Politics and economics
(c) J48-50 Law

H25-6
H27-8
H29
H30

c,ategory J.

JOI-12
J13-17
J18-21
J22-35

 
 
 



r1umanities
(a) J5 1-4 Philosophy
(b) J55-9 History
(c) J60-3 Literary criticism
(d) J64-7 Art
(e) J68 Music

Technology and engineering

('17re.goryK. Genera/fiction
r~Oi-20 Novels
K21-9 Short stories

Category L Mystery and detective fiction
L01-21 Novels
122-4 Short stories

Category M. Science fiction
M01-3 Novels
M04-6 Short stories

Category N. Advencure an4_western fiction
N01-iS Novels
N16- 29 Short stories

Category P. Romance and love story
PO1-16 Novels
P17-29 Short stories

Category R.
R01-3
R04-6
R07-9

Humour
Novels
Articles from periodicals
Articles from humorous books other than novels

 
 
 



APPENDIX 5

THE LOB CORPUS: FREQUENCY

COUNTING

(Hofland & Johansson 1989:43-49)
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actlog VB(] 46. . admlnlslndon's udm.~lst,att!».Q'~NNS. 47 A. clEO.----- ._------- ---- -VBG 21 \I 20 1'''11 2 2 2 vau I I I 1011011 S 2 1 adopUo& vaa 7 5 7 adveolilioUi J.I ) 1 1
!Jctlun loiN 115 14 102 VBN U 8 12 VBN 1 1 1 admlolstnoUulU adopUoo loiN 6 5 6 adveall NNS I I I
acllolls NNs 40 \I 27 ad"pUoll 1'110 ) ) ) adbereoce loiN 2 I 2 loiNS 1 2 2 adorable IJ 4 ) •• adveolure loiN 15 9 II
acJ1ule VB I I I adaplluo NN I I I adbereula loiNS 1 1 1 admlDlslratl"e .1.142 6 24 adol'1lUoo NN J 1 1 adveowrer NN I I tactl" • .lJ 54 11 4J adaplon loiNS I I I adloera vaz 1 1 2 admlolJtraUvely adore va •• 1 •• advealaren loiN! 1 1 1
IIctlvely liB 10 8 9 IIdlipu Val I I I adbertr.c vaG I I I "a 1 I 2 adored 7 4 6 adveatures NNS 2 1 1
adlvlJls loiNS 1 1 2 A.U.C obbr 1 1 2 adbwODNII I I I admioistralor NN 6 6 6 JJ 2 I 2 adveottum& loiN 1 1 1
adlvlUes NNS 83 II 'n obbr loll' 1 I I adbeslve 6 ) ) admlolslralor's V8D 2 2 2 adveDturous IJ j ) j
adlvll,NN 85 12 54 obbrNI'T I I I J.I S 2 2 1011011 I I I 1'8101 ) 2 1 IJdvcrb NN 4 I I
Acluo loll' I I I add VH 7) 14 55 I I

, adwlulsl •.••ton; adorlog JJ I 1 I adverbial J.I I I I
loiN Iaclor loiN 18 6 JJ Adda loll' I I 1 adieu Nil I I I IINS 10 5 \I adorn 1'8 4 1 ) adverblallzed 1'8/11 I I I

adnr's 101111 1 I 1 addcd 111 15 152 adios "I'll' 2 I I udmln.ble 1.1 20 1 19 adoroed 4 4 4 adverbs N/IIS 2 t I
aclon loiN:> 16 6 10 IJ 9 4 6 adjacent IJ 12 6 II admlnhly 110 15 9 IS "8D I I I ad versarles ;oINS • 1 1 1
adurs' /1111:>' I I I vau 129 14 89 adJcdival 2 I 2 adllllnil ) ) ) 1'8101 J 3 ) adverse .lJ 7 " 7
actress /1111 14 4 9 1'11/11 8) U 64 IJ I I I I NC I I I adoromeol loiN I I I adversel, aa 6 j IiKdresscs NilS 2 I I Add"obmu".·s loiN I I 1 /11101 1 2 2 .dornlneols loiNS 4 I I adversil,NN ) ) )
ads S4 10 40 1011'S 2 2 2 adJeclive 11101 5 2 1 Admiral NPT II 5 10 adoudueouols adverttse I'll 4 ) )

loiNS 43 9 19 alldlcl loiN 5 5 5 adJediv •• loiNS 12 3 4 Adllllral's 1011'11 I I I "FIV I I I advertised 7 7 7
,'sz 11 1 II addlch'd 1'0101 8 ] 4 adJololoc II 5 8 , admlr ••ls loiNS ] 1 1 Adria 111' I I I .II I 1 1

AcbNI' 2 I 1 addlclluo loiN 10 2 1 IJ 7 5 5 Admirals NPTS I I I Adrlao loll' 10 I 1 VBD 1 I I
adual J/ 91 U 61 addlclluu_

VBO 4 4 4 Admlr ••Uy loll' I 21 6 II Adriana 111' 10 I I 1'1I11 5 5 5
aCluallly loiN 1 I I pruducblll JI ) I I adjololvllZ ) 1 1 admlralioo I 18 8 11 Adrlana's 1011'S I I I adverllsementacluaU'lIB It4 15 86 IIddlcu loiNS 4 1 1 adJolol JJ 14 I I olFII' I I I Adrlallc III' 5 1 5 NN is 7 IIach'ali"" NN.~ I I I addilli vila 24 9 22 adjourned 9 6 8 Nil 17 8 16 Adrlatic's 111'1 I I I advert!serncolSactuarlu' NN:>I I I I Addis Np I I I JI I I I Mdmire VB II 7 II adrift Nil ] ] ] IINS 8 4 S
Ictualed VBN I I I Addll •••• I1I· 2 1 2 Vau 1 ) 1 admired 12 1 II adroit /1 I I I ad,ertlser loiN 7 •• ••X aCUmeo loiN 2 2 2 addllllll'NN 12S II 95 VBII S 1 S VBD 4 4 4 adroill, RB 2 2 1 ad,ertiser'. 1011011 2 2 2X .cupundure />IN I I I addltlonll JI 69 II 55 adjouromeal loiN I I I VBN 8 4 7 adsorbeol loiN ( I I Idvertisen N/>IS 2 2 2<" .cule JJ 21 8 21 .ddltlons IINS 18 7 11 adjouromeuls i admirer loiN S 4 S adsorber Nil I I I ad.utl.sen' IoINSI I 1 1
acutely Rll 1 ] 1 addllive JJ ) I 2 1011011 I 1 I admirers loiNS 4 1 4 adsorbel5 IINS 4 I I ad'ertlses VBZ I 1 I
aculeo ••• IIN I I 1 addIU" •• loiNS I I 1 adJudaed 0 admlret VBZ 4 4 4 adsorplioo NN 2 I I advCl1WaI 19 7 11

1 3 ]lcutest JlT I I I add..,,;s 48 II ]6 VBD I I I admlrlua VBO 4 ] 4 adsorpUve JJ I I I ",/11 24 7 9
aculus &FIV 1 I I IIN ]8 11 19 VBN 2 2 2 admiringly IlB I I I adull ]6 10 17 1'80 j ) 4
ad II S 7 VB 10 7 10 adJudlcales VBZ I I I admissible J/ 1 2 1 J.J 24 10 20 addu NH 91 U sa4FJY S ] 4 addressed 2S 9 21 adjlldlcallub Nil 1 2 2 admL"IUD loiN 26 1 14 loiN 12 6 9 advlsabWIY NN I I I

/J ] 2 2 JJ I I I adJubd loiN 1 3 1 admls5io ••s NNS I I I Idllilerous J/ I I I advisable JJ II 5 9
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APPENDIX 6

CONCORDANCE LINESFOR
THE WORD ON

(Kennedy 1998:252-255)

 
 
 



51 cases exports from the semi·industrialised countries
very small. J29 50 iA8LE! J29 51 Parents in Area A were
rman socialists gave the Jl1 91 party more than 1 apiece
t the export volume of wool from J46 68 these countries,
here too J22 95 venereal disease rates are of relevance.
ew tables agree with the old to within J15 92 3 per cent
as. 30d. to 500s. 90d. A 16 164 and Villiers Engineering.
177 relative was poor and in debt. and that he had been
, and made by iyneside mothers Fl2 ~1 far their children
g and drag hinges. the former being freely .1737 mounted
se struts carried at theIr ends a J73 7l spindle mounted
ople and G31 167 factories where old men could sit aOout
1 805 133 issues were confused. clear colicy details· as
G22 30 We .chanered. we pointed out. and compared notes
wed no signs of K1l 3 being interested in what was going
hire·purchase payment A35 194 was aue. A35 195 Speaking
try's G05 20 disaster, of pleading with cogent elOQuence
e J35 39 discerned also in the Crowther Report's aesire.
avour of the Union, H19 95 endorsed Inat view. H19 97 4.
gn Office. afterwards G08 123 Lord Hardinge of Penshurst
ations made. eitner in general or in partIcular. H24 159
have been good enough. OMr. Speaker. H19 176 to say that
fuels A35 149 available. A35 150 Welcoming the delegates
Owidow, hotel owner, and millionairess. A10 153 is here
consider any recort mace in H14 162 respect of him by or
pan referred to Ine Court for H19 58 decision. H19 59 3.
ant to the Ministry A3l 20 of Works. OMr. Charles Green.
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On
on
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average show J46 62 much the same movement in volume as
average younger than parents in Area 8: J29 52 TA8LE! J
average 720.000 in 1957; dues for Jll 92 those in the h
average. approximates to the world total. some J45 59 a
average. she will have J22 97 had !wo or three years of
average. with occasional divergencies up to 6 per cent.
bad results. 1as. 30d. to 60s. 90d. A 16 165 Full detail
bad terms with G07 178 8yron since the Separation. in w
baking aay: 'Cheeky pigs' from Fl2 l2 Leicestershire: L
ball races and the laner havang adjustable cork frieti
ball races. passing through and fixed to the J73 75 het
barrows. These Quiet G31 168 scenes showed him the Engl
bases· were B06 134 decisively carried. B06 135 5Peace
beaches and G22 31 sand·castles and spades and shells.
before his eyes. and the shoe K1l l remained. untouched
behalf of her son before a Darlington court today a A35
behalf of his GaS 21 countrymen. I was able next day to
behalf of secondary J36 40 schools. to make the OG.C.E.
behalf of the Company it was stated that whilst they we
behalf of the Foreion Office. and on G08 124 behalf of
oehalf of tne Group. H24 160 2PLOWDENH24 161OChairman.
behalf of the House you will conduct a certain amount H
behalf of the Mayor Councillor Miss A36 151 Christine L
behalf of the New York State Racing Commission to A10 1
behalf of tne Prison Commissioners. and H14 153 section
behalf of the Union it was stated that they had when Hl
behalf of the Walsingham Excavation A34 21 Comminee. w

cOlltinutd

Figurc 4.1 S contlllllCa

implies that 1all Oexpenses B1a 5 incurred by directors
riving Chiang Kai,shek's representative of a seat G76 57
G31 158 country. It falls to his Prime Minister to speak
ifteen years earlier by the 1945 Family Census conaucted
! J29 153 ClaIms to give explicit direction and guidance
s of the braan. and the effect of the newer drugs Cl l 52
, snuffed-out laughter conversation P".2 121 they carried
organised. :31 152 He congratulated tne catering industry
heir eyes on a seagoing L07 121 boat. Clive- he insisted
Nor must we Gl3 173 forget the great singer wno insists
6 158 what's been said I gather tnat he wasn't very keen
r you from K26 ll2 coming: K26 ll3 We congratulated him
ack G05 80 the outer skin would become so sensitive that
339 whose dancing you admire: maype you just want to go
in a G25 179 billycock hat. and OMr. Fitzwilliam looking
the A35 18 increase should be postPoned until a decision
tho For some A25 5 time now negotiations have been going
" 218 toaay." L11 219 "I was wonaering if you've a book
ce of this finding on J31 57 the validitY of the results
ack of the desk top was a newspaper. folaed N22 230 down
there are none of the A40 121 moaem aids to navigation
se. A28 188 6THEMAID A28 189 ONosooner was Proviaencia
men F23 lU working eignt to a relay to carry stretChers
e were F22 114 near enough to run a rope away and get it
by A13 6 the Glasgow tug Ocean Salvor. There was no one
off. F22 98 Some of our ratings hac already been placed
eat unheard-of ChunKSof npping Gi2 57 cue. Then came
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, Figure 4.19 A fragmezlt 0: a left-sorted concordance for 011 from the LOB Corpus
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THE ENGLISH CORPUS

 
 
 



a 6491 1059 1051 1052 1085 1140 1104
accord 7 3 3 1
accordance 8 1 1 2 4
aa 4 1 2 1
according 72 14 7 13 17 14 7
accordingly 7 1 2 2 2
account 85 12 45 14 8 3 3
accountability 4 1 3
ab 4 4
accountant 5 5 .
abandoned 5 2 3
accounting 8 2 1 4 1
abbottsmith 19 19
accounts 18 1 11 3 1 2
abhorrence 7 7
accrual 4 4
abilities 7 5 1 1
accumulated 5 4 1
ability 47 11 23 4 7 2
accuracy 5 1 1 2 1
able 268 164 24 37 21 7 15
accurate 13 6 2 1 3 1
abnormal 4 2 1 1
accurately 7 2 2 2 1
abnormalities 13 13
accommodatio 23 2 18 2 1
accompanied 34 15 14 5
accompany 7 3 4
accompanying 5 1 4
accomplished 5 4 1
accusation 4 1 3
aboard 10 2 1 7
accuse 6 4 2
about 507 72 33 146 80 64 112
accused 14 1 4 9
above 80 21 18 12 6 15 8
ace 32 1 21 1 3 5 1
abovementlone 12 8 3 1
acer 10 10
abraham 17 17
achebe 9 9
abroad 11 1 4 3 3
achebes 6 6
absa 4 1 3
achieve 14 2 1 5 2 4
absence 13 6 2 1 4
achieved 4 1 2 1
absent 6 2 4
acid 19 6 2 1 10
absolute 12 3 3 2 3 1
acidbase 31 31
absolutely 16 1 3 1 4 2 5
acidosis 8 8
absorbed 4 1 2 1
acknowledge 11 5 6
absurd 7 7
acknowledged 9 4 2 1 2
abundance 8 1 6 1
acknowledgem 10 2 6 - 1 1
abuse 6 2 1 1 1 1
acquaintance 5 1 1 3
abuses 4 2 2
acquainted 6 2 2 1 1
abusively 4 4

 
 
 



acquire 12 7 1 3 1
ac 50 19 3 10 3 15
acquired 5 1 2 2
academic 28 21 4 3
acquisition 5 4 1
acceleration 6 6
acquittal 4 4
accept 40 1 10 15 6 8
across 49 15 1 3 8 12 10
acceptable 8 5 t 1 1
act 80 38 13 12 12 2 3
acceptance 22 15 4 2 1
acted 7 2 4 1
accepted 18 3 2 1 6 6
acting 12 1 1 3 7
accepts 11 9 1 1
actio 9 9
access 44 8 13 14 9
action 55 11 20 1 9 9 5
accessibility 4 1 3
actions 17 10 1 3 2 1
accessible 8 4 2 1 1
activate 7 2 5
accessories 16 2 14
activated 5 1 4
accident 15 2 1 1 4 7
activating 7 4 3
accidental 7 4 3
active 35 5 4 2 5 17 2
accidentally 7 1 1 3 2
actively 5 1 2 1 1
accidents 6 1 5
activities 31 5 21 5
accom 6 2 3 1
activity 11 6 3 1 1
accommodate 7 1 5 1
acts 24 5 8 1 4 5 1
accommodated 4 4
actual 17 8 1 3 1 4
Page 2
actually 25 2 1 8 5 9
afflicted 4 4
ad 49 2 11 10 19 5 2
afford 7 2 2 3
adapt 4 2 1 1
affordable 6 4 2
adaptation 5 4 1
affray 9 9
adapted 5 1 3 1
afraid 43 21 3 19
adaptor 5 1 4
afribond 16 16
add 108 2 1 8 96 1
africa 206 24 60 112 10
added 41 1 15 1 6 11 7
african 219 53 65 100 1
adding 16 4 4 8
africans 31 1 28_ 2
addition 37 10 9 8 8 2
africas 26 4 21 1
additional 45 11 15 1 9 9
afrlclub 12 12
additives 5 5
afrika 9 8 1

 
 
 



address 39 1 14 17 1 6
afrlkaans 17 9 3 5
addressed 6 1 2 1 2
aft 9 7 1 1
adds 5 3 1 1
after 430 91 22 95 51 76 95
adequate 9 5 3 1
afternoon 14 2 1 4 7
adhere 7 1 6
afterward 9 7 1 1
adjust 18 1 1 1 15
afterwards 11 1 2 8
adjusted 6 1 1 4
again 178 7 1 78 12 30 50
adjusting 4 3 1
against 209 17 14 95 52 10 21
adjustment 6 1 2 3
age 69 11 14 26 12 2 4
admin 10 2 6 1 1
aged 9 4 4 1
administration 34 8 23 1 2
agency 11 1 8 2
administrative 30 11 18 1
agent 27 5 17 3 2
admiration 4 1 3
agents 19 5 12 2
admission 5 4 1
ages 12 8 1 2 1
admitted 6 3 3
agl 4 4
admonished 4 3 1
ago 37 3 2 22 1 9
adopted 6 4 2
agree 27 5 3 5 5 4 5
adult 35 3 24 3 5
agreed 26 10 1 2 7 1 5
adultery 14 14
agreement 50 16 3 1 15 11 4
adults 7 4 2 1
agreements 9 4 3 1 1
adv 6 3 3
agrees 7 1 5 1
advance 17 10 1 4 2
agric 4 4
advanced 13 5 1 3 2 2
agricultural 23 20 1 2
advantage 48 7 25 10 4 2
agriculture 4 4
advantageous 6 4 2
ah 10 2 2 3 3
advantages 18 13 3 2
ahead 25 1 3 10 10 1
adventure 5 3 1 1
Ii 6 2 2 2
adverbial 4 4
aid 33 1 21 1 7 3
advertisement 6 4 1 1
aids 8 1 6 1
advertisements 5 5 -
ail 9 3 2 4
advertising 17 2 1 14
aim 26 13 2 3 5 2 1
advice 18 2 10 5 1
aimed 8 7 1
advise 7 1 3 1 2

 
 
 



alms 23 17 3 3
advised 8 2 1 1 1 3
air 130 12 31 5 41 35 6
advising 6 2 4
aircondltloned 4 4
ae 4 1 1 2
aircraft 11 6 1 4
at 6 1 1 1 2 1
airline 7 5 2
affair 9 4 5
airport 27 20 7
affairs 30 1 11 1 14 3
airstrip 7 7
affect 21 4 1 1 15
airways 12 2 10
affected 15 3 4 3 5
al 66 15 15 12 17 3 4
affects 4 4
alan 5 1 1 3
afferent 7 7
alarm 23 1 11 7 4
affirmative 9 8 1
alarmed 9 5 1 3
Page 3
alas 8 7 1
amongst 4 2 2
albert 4 4
amount 43 7 9 1 3 20 3
album 7 7
amp 7 2 3 2
alcohol 14 2 9 1 1 1
ample 5 3 1 1
ale 15 6 3 2 3 1
amplifier 6 6
alert 14 5 2 6 1
an 1045 231 230 111 205 120 148
alex 4 3 1
ana 4 1 1 1 1
alfred 4 1 3
anal 5 1 3 1
alhaja 11 11
analysis 30 20 4 5 1
alienation 8 8
analyst 4 2 1 1
alive 14 8 1 5
analytical 9 4 2 3
alkalosis 7 7
anatomical 8 7 1
all 1123 77 144 365 144 145 248
anatomy 27 27
alleged 7 1 4 2
anc 24 1 23
allegedly 6 6
ance 4 3 1
allen 4 1 2 1
anchor 4 1 2 1
alliance 5 5
anchorage 7 7
allocate 5 1 4 -
ancient 29 2 1 23 1 2
allocated 6 2 4
ancs 5 5
allocation 14 11 1 1 1
and 13056 1930 1473 5772 1353 1055 1473

 
 
 



allow 47 2 4 7 4 24 6
andrew 11 9 2
allowance 21 16 2 3
anael 17 17
allowed 34 4 9 3 9 3 6
angels 24 24
allowing 5 3 1 1
angle 6 2 4
allows 17 7 1 9
angola 6 5 1-
almost 44 2 4 4 6 28
angry 7 2 3 2
alone 40 1 3 19 3 2 12
anguish 8 8
along 72 1 7 36 11 6 11
animal 43 1 6 36
alongside 5 2 1 2
animalism 5 5
aloud 7 4 3
animals 101 2 2 4 93
alphaeus 4 4
ann 4 2 1 1
already 86 4 7 25 14 9 27
anniversary 7 3 2 2
alright 7 7
announce 5 2 2 1
also 447 77 54 124 103 53 36
announced 10 2 3 1 4
altar 11 9 2
announcement 4 3 1
alter 8 1 4 1 1 1
annual 17 1 4 12
alternate 12 9 1 2
annum 26 1 24 1
alternative 7 4 2 1
ano 5 2 2 1
alternatively 6 2 1 1 1 1
anoint 4 3 1
although 45 10 2 4 17 1 11
anointed 15 15
aluminium 6 2 4
another 201 8 23 65 24 31 50
alveolar 5 5
answer 92 35 6 18 6 18 9
alveoli 5 5
answered 89 1 1 74 1 3 9
always 116 7 17 11 9 34 38
answering 18 3 3 11 1
am 176 2 28 86 30 7 23
answers 8 3 3 1 1
amazed 17 14 1 2
ant 19 5 5 8 1
amazement 4 2 2
antecedent 6 6
amazulu 4 4
antenna 8 8
amd 26 26
antholoaY 5 4 1
amend 7 7 -
anticipated 5 2 1 1 1
amending 4 2 2
antifreeze 4 4
amendment 5 5
anxious 12 6 1 5
america 7 3 1 2 1
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QUESTIONNAIRE

1998
Sepedi Translations for English words

Part 1
Name: (optional)

Age: _

Occupation: _

Fill in the correct Sepedi translation next to each of an English word

stated below. Make any comment if possible.

1. Creditor (n):--------------
• a person, company etc to whom money is owed

e.g. His creditors are demanding to be paid

2. Equilibrium (n): _

• a state of balance (1)

e.g. The resignation of the president upset the country's

economic equilibrium

 
 
 



(2) state of mental calmness

e.g. Yoga is said to restore one's inner (mental) equilibrium

Comment(s)

3. Hierarchy (n): _

• (1) a system in which people are put at various levels or ranks

according to their importance

e.g. There is a very rigid social hierarchy in their society

• (2) it is also the people in the upper levels of an organization

who control it

e.g. She is considered to be the most likely candidate for deputy

leader in the party hierarchy

4. Innovations (n): _

• process of innovating: a period of innovation: a new

technique, idea etc

e.g. recent innovations in the textile industry

• (v) innovate: to make changes; to introduce new ideas

Comment(s)

 
 
 



5. Relevant (adj.): _

• connected with what is happening or being discussed

e.g. For further information please refer to the relevant leaflet

relevance (n): _

e.g. I am afraid I don't understand the relevance of your question

Hornby, A.S. 1995. Oxford Advanced Leamer's Dictionary. England:

Oxford University Press.

2Procte, P. et al. 1995. Cambridge International Dictionary of English.

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

Thanks for your co-operation

 
 
 



Respondents Age _ Occupation 0/0

Students 20 - 30 33,3

Graduates and 26 - 55 Students, academics, interpreters, 66,6

others translators, terminologists etc.

No Word Respondents on translation equivalents 0/0

.
1 creditor Mokolotwa 80

Mokolotisi 10

moadimi, mokoloti 10

2 equilibrium Tekatekano / tekatekanelo 40

Boemotekanelo / tekatekanelo (maemo) 20

Tekatekanyo / tekatekanelo 33

Ekhwilibriamo 6.6

3 hierarchy Tlhatlamano 60

Tlhatlamano (ka bogolo / maemo / tatelano 30

(maemo)
-

Haeraki 10

4 innovation Tlholo 50

Boinaganelo / boithomedi / boithomelo 43.3

 
 
 



mokgwa wo moswa 6.6

5 relevance nepiso / tebano 53.3

nepiso / tebanyo 46.6

 
 
 


